
Adolf Hitler salutes soldiers marching in Nuremberg during the party rally in 1938.
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CHAPTER OUTLINE
AND FOCUS QUESTIONS

Prelude to War (1933–1939)

Q What were Hitler’s foreign policy goals, and what
steps did he take to achieve them between 1933 and
1939? How did Japan’s policies lead to war in Asia?

The Course of World War II

Q What were the main events of World War II in
Europe and in Asia, and why were the Allies
ultimately victorious?

The New Order

Q How was the Nazi empire organized? What was the
Holocaust, and what role did it play in Nazi policy?

The Home Front

Q What were conditions like on the home front for
Japan and the major Western nations involved in
World War II?

Aftermath of the War

Q What were the costs of World War II? How did the
Allies’ visions of postwar Europe differ, and how
did these differences contribute to the emergence
of the Cold War?

CRITICAL THINKING

Q What was the relationship between World
War I and World War II, and how did the ways
in which the wars were fought differ?

ON FEBRUARY 3, 1933, only four days after he had
been appointed chancellor of Germany, Adolf Hitler met
secretly with Germany’s leading generals. He revealed to
them his desire to remove the ‘‘cancer of democracy,’’
create a new authoritarian leadership, and forge a new
domestic unity. All Germans would need to realize that
‘‘only a struggle can save us and that everything else
must be subordinated to this idea.’’ Youth especially
must be trained and their wills strengthened ‘‘to fight
with all means.’’ Since Germany’s living space was too
small for its people, Hitler said, Germany must rearm
and prepare for ‘‘the conquest of new living space in the
east and its ruthless Germanization.’’ Even before he
had consolidated his power, Hitler had a clear vision of
his goals, and their implementation meant another
European war. World War II was clearly Hitler’s war.
Although other countries may have helped make the
war possible by not resisting Hitler’s Germany earlier,
it was Nazi Germany’s actions that made World War II
inevitable.

World War II was more than just Hitler’s war, how-
ever. This chapter will focus on the European theater of
war, but both European and American armies were also
involved in fighting around the world. World War II con-
sisted of two conflicts: one provoked by the ambitions
of Germany in Europe, the other by the ambitions of
Japan in Asia. By 1941, with the involvement of the
United States in both wars, the two had merged into
one global conflict.

Although World War I has been described as a total
war, World War II was even more so and was fought on
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Prelude to War (1933–1939)

Q FOCUS QUESTIONS: What were Hitler’s foreign
policy goals, and what steps did he take to achieve
them between 1933 and 1939? How did Japan’s
policies lead to war in Asia?

Only twenty years after the ‘‘war to end all war,’’ Europe
plunged back into the nightmare of total war. The efforts
at collective security in the 1920s—the League of Nations,
the attempts at disarmament, the pacts and treaties—
all proved meaningless in light of the growth of Nazi
Germany and its deliberate scrapping of the postwar set-
tlement in the 1930s. Still weary from the last war, France
and Britain refused to accept the possibility of another
war. The Soviet Union, treated as an outcast by the
Western powers, had turned in on itself, and the United
States had withdrawn into its traditional isolationism. The
small successor states to Austria-Hungary were too weak
to oppose Germany. Thus, the power vacuum in the heart
of Europe encouraged a revived and militarized Germany
to acquire the living space that Hitler claimed Germany
needed for its rightful place in the world.

The Role of Hitler
World War II in Europe began in the mind of Adolf Hitler,
who believed that only the Aryans were capable of build-
ing a great civilization. But to Hitler, the Germans, in his
view the leading group of Aryans, were threatened from
the east by a large mass of inferior peoples, the Slavs, who
had learned to use German weapons and technology.
Germany needed more land to support a larger population
and be a great power. Hitler was a firm believer in the
doctrine of Lebensraum (living space), espoused by Karl
Haushofer (HOWSS-hoh-fuh), a professor of geography at
the University of Munich. The doctrine of Lebensraum
maintained that a nation’s power depended on the
amount and kind of land it occupied. Already in the
1920s, in the second volume of Mein Kampf, Hitler had
indicated where a National Socialist regime would find
this land: ‘‘And so we National Socialists . . . take up where
we broke off six hundred years ago. We stop the endless
German movement to the south and west, and turn our
gaze toward the land in the east. . . . If we speak of soil in
Europe today, we can primarily have in mind only Russia
and her vassal border states.’’1

In Hitler’s view, the Russian Revolution had created the
conditions for Germany’s acquisition of land to its east.

Imperial Russia had been strong only because of its
German leadership. The seizure of power by the Bolsheviks
(who, in Hitler’s mind, were Jewish) had left Russia weak
and vulnerable. Once it had been conquered, the land of
Russia could be resettled by German peasants, and the
Slavic population could be used as slave labor to build the
Aryan racial state that would dominate Europe for the next
thousand years. Hitler’s conclusion was clear: Germany
must prepare for its inevitable war with the Soviet Union.
Hitler’s ideas were by no means secret. He had spelled
them out in Mein Kampf, a book readily available to anyone
who wished to read it (see the box on p. 851).

Hitler and the Nazis were neither the first Europeans
nor the first Germans to undertake European conquest
and world power. A number of elite circles in Germany
before World War I had argued that Germany needed to
annex lands to its south, east, and west if it wished to
compete with the large states and remain a great power.
The defeat in World War I destroyed this dream of
world power, but the traditional conservative elites in the
German military and the Foreign Office supported Hitler’s
foreign policy until 1937, largely because it accorded with
their own desires for German expansion. But, as they re-
alized too late, Nazi policy went far beyond previous
German goals. Hitler’s desire to create an Aryan racial
empire led to slave labor and even mass extermination on
a scale that would have been incomprehensible to previ-
ous generations of Germans.

Although Hitler had defined his goals, he had no pre-
arranged timetable for achieving them. During his rise to
power, he had demonstrated the ability to be both ideo-
logue and opportunist. After 1933, a combination of
military and diplomatic situations, organizational chaos in
the administration of Germany, and economic pressures,
especially after 1936, caused Hitler periodically to take
steps that seemed to contradict the foreign policy goals of
Mein Kampf. But he always returned to his basic ideolog-
ical plans for racial supremacy and empire. He was certain
of one thing: only he had the ability to accomplish these
goals, and his fears for his health pushed him to fulfill his
mission as quickly as possible. His impatience would be-
come a major cause of his own undoing.

The ‘‘Diplomatic Revolution’’
(1933–1936)
Between 1933 and 1936, Hitler and Nazi Germany
achieved a ‘‘diplomatic revolution’’ in Europe. When Hitler
became chancellor of Germany on January 30, 1933,
Germany’s position in Europe seemed weak. The Versailles
treaty had created a demilitarized zone on Germany’s
western border that would allow the French to move into
the heavily industrialized parts of Germany in the event of
war. To Germany’s east, the smaller states, such as Poland
and Czechoslovakia, had defensive treaties with France.
The Versailles treaty had also limited Germany’s army to
100,000 troops with no air and limited naval forces.
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a scale unknown in history. Almost everyone in the war-
ring countries was involved in one way or another: as
soldiers; as workers in wartime industries; as ordinary
citizens subject to invading armies, military occupation,
or bombing raids; as refugees; or as victims of mass ex-
termination. The world had never witnessed such wide-
spread willful death and destruction.
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The Germans were not without advantages, however.
Germany was the most populous European state after the
Soviet Union and still possessed a great industrial capac-
ity. Hitler was also well aware that Great Britain and
France, dismayed by the costs and losses of World War I,
wanted to avoid another war. Hitler knew that France
posed a threat to an unarmed Germany, but he believed
that if he could keep the French from acting against
Germany in his first years, he could remove the re-
strictions imposed on Germany by Versailles and restore
its strength.

Hitler’s ability to rearm Germany and fulfill his expan-
sionist policies depended initially on whether he could
convince others that his intentions were peaceful. Posing
as a man of peace in his public speeches, Hitler emphasized
that Germany wished only to revise the unfair provisions
of Versailles by peaceful means and achieve Germany’s
rightful place among the European states. During his first
two years in office, Hitler pursued a prudent foreign policy
without unnecessary risks. His dramatic action in October
1933, when he withdrew Germany from the Geneva Dis-
armament Conference and the League of Nations, was

done primarily for domestic political reasons, to give the
Germans the feeling that their country was no longer
dominated by other European states.

GERMAN REARMAMENT By the beginning of 1935,
Hitler had become convinced that Germany could break
some of the provisions of the Treaty of Versailles without
serious British and French opposition. Hitler had come to
believe, based on their responses to his early actions, that
both states wanted to maintain the international status
quo, but without using force. Consequently, he decided to
announce publicly what had been going on secretly for
sometime—Germany’s military rearmament. On March
9, 1935, Hitler announced the creation of a new air force
and, one week later, the introduction of a military draft
that would expand Germany’s army from 100,000 to
550,000 troops.

Hitler’s unilateral repudiation of the disarmament clauses
of the Versailles treaty brought a swift reaction as France,
Great Britain, and Italy condemned Germany’s action and
warned against future aggressive steps. But nothing con-
crete was done. Even worse, Britain subsequently moved

Hitler’s Foreign Policy Goals

Adolf Hitler was a firm believer in the geopolitical
doctrine of Lebensraum, which advocated that nations
must find sufficient living space to be strong. This idea
was evident in Mein Kampf, but it was explained in even
more detail in a treatise that Hitler wrote in 1928. It was
not published in his lifetime.

Hitler’s Secret Book, 1928

I have already dealt with Germany’s various foreign
policy possibilities in this book. Nevertheless I shall once
more briefly present the possible foreign policy goals so
that they may yield a basis for the critical examination
of the relations of these individual foreign policy aims
to those of other European states.

1. Germany can renounce setting a foreign policy goal
altogether. This means that in reality she can decide
for anything and need be committed to nothing at
all. . . . [Hitler rejects this alternative.]

2. Germany desires to effect the sustenance of the
German people by peaceful economic means, as up
to now. Accordingly even in the future she will par-
ticipate most decisively in world industry, export
and trade. . . . From a folkish standpoint setting this
foreign policy aim is calamitous, and it is madness
from the point of view of power politics.

3. Germany establishes the restoration of the borders
of the year 1914 as her foreign policy aim. This
goal is insufficient from a national standpoint,

unsatisfactory from a military point of view,
impossible from a folkish standpoint with its eye
on the future, and mad from the viewpoint of its
consequences. . . .

4. Germany decides to go over to a clear, far-seeing
territorial policy. Thereby she abandons all attempts
at world-industry and world-trade and instead con-
centrates all her strength in order, through the al-
lotment of sufficient living space for the next
hundred years to our people, also to prescribe a
path of life. Since this territory can be only in the
East, the obligation to be a naval power also recedes
into the background. Germany tries anew to cham-
pion her interests through the formation of a deci-
sive power on land.

This aim is equally in keeping with the highest na-
tional as well as folkish requirements. It likewise presup-
poses great military power means for its execution, but
does not necessarily bring Germany into conflict with
all European great powers. As surely as France here will
remain Germany’s enemy, just as little does the nature
of such a political aim contain a reason for England,
and especially for Italy, to maintain the enmity of the
World War.

Q According to Hitler, what were Germany’s possible
foreign policy goals? Which one did Hitler prefer?
Why? What were the consequences of his deci-
sions in this realm?

Prelude to War (1933–1939) 851
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toward open acceptance of Germany’s right to rearm when
it agreed to the Anglo-German Naval Pact on June 18,
1935. This treaty allowed Germany to build a navy that
would be 35 percent of the size of the British navy, with
equality in submarines. The British were starting a policy
of appeasement, based on the belief that if European
states satisfied the reasonable demands of dissatisfied
powers, the latter would be content, and stability and
peace would be achieved in Europe. British appeasement
was grounded in large part on Britain’s desire to avoid
another war, but it was also fostered by British statesmen
who believed that Nazi Germany offered a powerful bul-
wark against Soviet communism.

OCCUPATION OF THE RHINELAND On March 7, 1936,
buoyed by his conviction that the Western democracies
had no intention of using force to maintain all aspects of
the Treaty of Versailles, Hitler sent German troops into
the demilitarized Rhineland. According to the Versailles
treaty, the French had the right to use force against any
violation of the demilitarized Rhineland. But France
would not act without British support, and the British
viewed the occupation of German territory by German
troops as another reasonable action by a dissatisfied
power. The London Times noted that the Germans were
only ‘‘going into their own back garden.’’ The French and
British response only reinforced Hitler’s growing convic-
tion that they were weak nations unwilling to use force to
defend the old order. At the same time, since the German
generals had opposed his plan, Hitler became even more
convinced of his own superior abilities. Many Germans
expressed fresh enthusiasm for a leader who was restoring
German honor.

NEW ALLIANCES Meanwhile, Hitler gained new allies. In
October 1935, Benito Mussolini had committed Fascist
Italy to imperial expansion by invading Ethiopia. Angered
by French and British opposition to his invasion, Musso-
lini welcomed Hitler’s support and began to draw closer to
the German dictator he had once called a buffoon. The
joint intervention of Germany and Italy on behalf of
General Francisco Franco in the Spanish Civil War in 1936
also drew the two nations closer together. In October
1936, Mussolini and Hitler concluded an agreement that
recognized their common political and economic interests,
and one month later, Mussolini referred publicly to the
new Rome-Berlin Axis. Also in November 1936, Germany
and Japan (the rising military power in the East) con-
cluded the Anti-Comintern Pact and agreed to maintain a
common front against communism.

By the end of 1936, Hitler and Nazi Germany had
achieved a ‘‘diplomatic revolution’’ in Europe. The Treaty
of Versailles had been virtually scrapped, and Germany
was once more a ‘‘world power,’’ as Hitler proclaimed.
Hitler had demonstrated a great deal of diplomatic skill in
taking advantage of Europeans’ burning desire for peace.
He had used the tactic of peaceful revision as skillfully as
he had used the tactic of legality in his pursuit of power in

Germany. By the end of 1936, Nazi power had increased
enough that Hitler could initiate an even more daring
foreign policy. As Hitler perceived, if the Western states
were so afraid of war that they resisted its use when they
were strong and Germany was weak, then they would be
even more reluctant to do so now that Germany was
strong. Although many Europeans still wanted to believe
that Hitler desired peace, his moves had actually made war
more possible.

The Path to War in Europe (1937–1939)
On November 5, 1937, at a secret conference with his
military leaders in Berlin, Adolf Hitler revealed his future
aims. Germany’s ultimate goal, he assured his audience,
must be the conquest of living space in the east. Although
this might mean war with France and Great Britain,
Germany had no alternative if the basic needs of the
German people were to be met. First, however, Germany
must deal with Austria and Czechoslovakia and secure its
eastern and southern flanks.

ONGOING REARMAMENT In the meantime, Hitler had
continued Germany’s rearmament at an ever-quickening
pace. Expenditures on rearmament rose dramatically: in
1933, 1 billion Reichsmarks; in 1935, 5 billion; in 1937,
9.5 billion; and in 1939, 30 billion. Important to rear-
mament was the planning for a new type of warfare
known as Blitzkrieg (BLITZ-kreeg), or ‘‘lightning war.’’
Hitler and some of his military commanders wanted to
avoid the trench warfare of World War I and conceived a
lightning warfare that depended on mechanized columns
and massive air power to cut quickly across battle lines
and encircle and annihilate entire armies. Blitzkrieg
meant the quick defeat of an enemy and also determined
much of Hitler’s rearmament program: the construction of
a large air force—the Luftwaffe (LOOFT-vah-uh)—and
immense numbers of tanks and armored trucks to carry
infantry. The tanks, mechanized infantry, and mobile ar-
tillery formed the new strike forces called panzer divisions
that, with air force support, would lead the Blitzkrieg at-
tack (each panzer division consisted of about three
hundred tanks with accompanying forces and supplies). At
the same time, the number of men in the German armed
services rose from 550,000 in 1935 to 4.5 million in 1939.
Naval rearmament also proceeded after the Anglo-German
Naval Pact of 1935.

UNION WITH AUSTRIA By the end of 1937, Hitler was
convinced that neither the French nor the British would
provide much opposition to his plans. Neville Chamber-
lain (1869–1940), who had become prime minister of
Britain in May 1937, was a strong advocate of appease-
ment and believed that the survival of the British Empire
depended on an accommodation with Germany. Cham-
berlain had made it known to Hitler in November 1937
that he would not oppose changes in central Europe,
provided that they were executed peacefully.
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Hitler decided to move first on Austria. By threatening
Austria with invasion, Hitler coerced the Austrian chan-
cellor, Kurt von Schuschnigg (SHOOSH-nik) (1897–1977),
into putting an Austrian Nazi in charge of the government.
When German troops marched unopposed into Austria on
March 12, 1938, they did so on the ‘‘legal basis’’ of the
new Austrian chancellor’s request for German troops to
assist in establishing law and order. One day later, on
March 13, after his triumphal return to his native land,
Hitler formally annexed Austria to Germany. Great Brit-
ain’s ready acknowledgment of Hitler’s action and
France’s inability to respond due to a political crisis only
increased the German dictator’s contempt for Western
weakness.

The annexation of Austria improved Germany’s stra-
tegic position in central Europe and put Germany in po-
sition for Hitler’s next objective, the destruction of
Czechoslovakia (see Map 27.1). On May 30, 1938, Hitler
had already told his generals that it was his ‘‘unalterable
decision to smash Czechoslovakia by military action in the
near future.’’2 This goal might have seemed unrealistic
since democratic Czechoslovakia was quite prepared to
defend itself and was well supported by pacts with France
and Soviet Russia. Nevertheless, Hitler believed that France
and Britain would not use force to defend Czechoslovakia.

CZECHOSLOVAKIA In the meantime, Hitler had stepped
up his demands on the Czechs. Initially, the Germans
had asked for autonomy for the Sudetenland (soo-DAY-
tun-land), the mountainous northwestern border area
of Czechoslovakia that was home to 3 million ethnic
Germans. As Hitler knew, the Sudetenland also con-
tained Czechoslovakia’s most important frontier defenses
and considerable industrial resources as well. But on

September 15, 1938, Hitler demanded the cession of the
Sudetenland to Germany and expressed his willingness to
risk ‘‘world war’’ to achieve his objective. By that time,
Hitler was convinced that France and Britain would not
use force to defend Czechoslovakia. On paper, the Czech
republic seemed well protected by a pact with France. Yet
the French made it clear that they would act only if the
British supported them. The British refused to do so, and
on September 29, at the hastily arranged Munich Con-
ference, the British, French, Germans, and Italians (nei-
ther the Czechs nor the Russians were invited) reached
an agreement that essentially met all of Hitler’s de-
mands. German troops were allowed to occupy the Su-
detenland as the Czechs, abandoned by their Western
allies, stood by helplessly. The Munich Conference was
the high point of Western appeasement of Hitler.
When Chamberlain returned to England from Munich, he
boasted that the Munich agreement meant ‘‘peace for our
time.’’ Hitler had promised Chamberlain that he had
made his last demand; all other European problems could
be settled by negotiation. Like many German politicians,
Chamberlain had believed Hitler’s assurances (see the
box on p. 855).

In fact, Munich confirmed Hitler’s perception that the
Western democracies were weak and would not fight. In-
creasingly, Hitler was convinced of his own infallibility,
and he had by no means been satisfied at Munich. Already
at the end of October 1938, Hitler told his generals to
prepare for the final liquidation of the Czechoslovakian
state. Using the internal disorder that he had deliberately
fostered as a pretext, Hitler occupied the Czech lands
(Bohemia and Moravia) while the Slovaks, with Hitler’s
encouragement, declared their independence of the
Czechs and became a puppet state (Slovakia) of Nazi

Hitler Arrives in Vienna. By
threatening to invade Austria, Hitler
forced the Austrian government to
capitulate to his wishes. Austria was
annexed to Germany. Shown here is
the triumphal arrival of Hitler in Vienna
on March 13, 1938. Sitting in the car
beside Hitler is Arthur Seyss-Inquart,
Hitler’s new handpicked governor of
Austria.
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Germany. On the evening of March 15, 1939, Hitler tri-
umphantly declared in Prague that he would be known as
the greatest German of them all.

POLAND At last, the Western states reacted vigorously
to Hitler’s threat. After all, the Czechs were not Germans
crying for reunion with Germany. Hitler’s naked aggres-
sion made clear that his promises were utterly worthless.

When Hitler began to demand the return to Germany of
Danzig, which had been made a free city by the Treaty of
Versailles to serve as a seaport for Poland, Britain recog-
nized the danger and offered to protect Poland in the
event of war. At the same time, both France and Britain,
realizing that only the Soviet Union was powerful enough
to help contain Nazi aggression, began political and
military negotiations with Joseph Stalin and the Soviets.
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MAP 27.1 Changes in Central Europe, 1936–1939. Hitler’s main objectives in the late
1930s were the reoccupation of the Rhineland, incorporation into a greater Germany of lands
that contained German people (Austria and the Sudetenland), and the acquisition of
Lebensraum (living space) in eastern Europe for the expansion of the German people.

Q What aspects of Czechoslovakia’s location would have made it difficult for France
and Britain to come directly to its aid in 1938?

View an animated version of this map or related maps on the CourseMate website.
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The West’s distrust of Soviet communism, however, made
an alliance unlikely.

Meanwhile, Hitler pressed on in the belief that the
West would not really fight over Poland. He ordered his
generals to prepare for the invasion of Poland on Sep-
tember 1, 1939. To preclude an alliance between the West
and the Soviet Union, which would create the danger of a
two-front war, Hitler, ever the opportunist, negotiated his
own nonaggression pact with Stalin and shocked the
world with its announcement on August 23, 1939. A se-
cret protocol to the treaty created German and Soviet
spheres of influence in eastern Europe: Finland, the Baltic
states of Estonia and Latvia, and eastern Poland would go
to the Soviet Union, while Germany would acquire west-
ern Poland. The treaty with the Soviet Union gave Hitler
the freedom to attack Poland. He told his generals: ‘‘Now

Poland is in the position in which I wanted her. . . . I am
only afraid that at the last moment some swine or other
will yet submit to me a plan for mediation.’’3 He need not
have worried. On September 1, German forces invaded
Poland; two days later, Britain and France declared war on
Germany. Two weeks later, on September 17, Germany’s
newfound ally, the Soviet Union, sent its troops into
eastern Poland. Europe was again at war.

The Path to War in Asia
The war in Asia arose from the ambitions of Japan, whose
rise to the status of world power had been swift. Japan
had defeated China in 1895 and Russia in 1905 and had
taken over many of Germany’s eastern and Pacific colo-
nies in World War I. By 1933, the Japanese Empire

The Munich Conference: Two Views

At the Munich Conference, the leaders of France and
Great Britain capitulated to Hitler’s demands on Czecho-
slovakia. Although the British prime minister, Neville
Chamberlain, defended his actions at Munich as necessary
for peace, another British statesman, Winston Churchill,
characterized the settlement at Munich as ‘‘a disaster of
the first magnitude.’’

Winston Churchill, Speech to the House
of Commons, October 5, 1938

I will begin by saying what everybody would like to ig-
nore or forget but which must nevertheless be stated,
namely, that we have sustained a total and unmitigated
defeat, and that France has suffered even more than we
have. . . . The utmost my right honorable Friend the
Prime Minister . . . has been able to gain for Czechoslova-
kia and in the matters which were in dispute has been
that the German dictator, instead of snatching his vict-
uals from the table, has been content to have them
served to him course by course. . . . And I will say this,
that I believe the Czechs, left to themselves and told
they were going to get no help from the Western
Powers, would have been able to make better terms
than they have got. . . .

We are in the presence of a disaster of the first mag-
nitude which has befallen Great Britain and France. Do
not let us blind ourselves to that. . . .

And do not suppose that this is the end. This is only
the beginning of the reckoning. This is only the first
sip, the first foretaste of a bitter cup which will be prof-
fered to us year by year unless by a supreme recovery of

moral health and martial vigor, we arise again and take
our stand for freedom as in the olden time.

Neville Chamberlain, Speech to the House
of Commons, October 6, 1938

That is my answer to those who say that we should
have told Germany weeks ago that, if her army crossed
the border of Czechoslovakia, we should be at war with
her. We had no treaty obligations and no legal obliga-
tions to Czechoslovakia. . . . When we were convinced, as
we became convinced, that nothing any longer would
keep the Sudetenland within the Czechoslovakian State,
we urged the Czech Government as strongly as we
could to agree to the cession of territory, and to agree
promptly. . . . It was a hard decision for anyone who
loved his country to take, but to accuse us of having by
that advice betrayed the Czechoslovakian State is simply
preposterous. What we did was to save her from annihi-
lation and give her a chance of new life as a new State,
which involves the loss of territory and fortifications,
but may perhaps enable her to enjoy in the future and
develop a national existence under a neutrality and secu-
rity comparable to that which we see in Switzerland
today. Therefore, I think the Government deserve the
approval of this House for their conduct of affairs in
this recent crisis which has saved Czechoslovakia from
destruction and Europe from Armageddon.

Q What were the opposing views of Churchill and
Chamberlain on the Munich Conference? Why did
they disagree so much? With whom do you agree?
Why?
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included Korea, Formosa (Taiwan), Manchuria, and the
Marshall, Caroline, and Mariana islands in the Pacific.

By the early 1930s, Japan was experiencing severe in-
ternal tensions. Its population had exploded from 30
million in 1870 to 80 million by 1937. Much of Japan’s
ability to feed its population and to pay for industrial raw
materials depended on the manufacture of heavy indus-
trial goods (especially ships) and textiles. But in the 1930s,
Western nations established tariff barriers to protect their
own economies from the effects of the depression. Japan
was devastated, both economically and politically.

Although political power had been concentrated in the
hands of the emperor and his cabinet, Japan had also
experienced a slow growth of political democracy with
universal male suffrage in 1924 and the emergence of
mass political parties. The economic crises of the 1930s
stifled this democratic growth. Right-wing patriotic soci-
eties allied themselves with the army and navy to push a
program of expansion at the expense of China and the
Soviet Union, while the navy hoped to make Japan self-
sufficient in raw materials by conquering British Malaya

and the Dutch East Indies. In 1935, Japan
began to construct a modern naval fleet, and
after 1936, the armed forces exercised much
influence over the government.

JAPANESE GOALS IN EAST ASIA In September
1931, Japanese soldiers had seized Man-
churia, an area of northeastern China that
had natural resources Japan needed. Even-
tually, worldwide protests against the Japa-
nese action led the League of Nations to
condemn the Japanese seizure, which caused
Japan to withdraw from the League. During
the next several years, Japan consolidated its
hold on Manchuria, which it renamed Man-
chukuo (man-CHOO-kwoh), and then began
to expand its control in North China. By the
mid-1930s, militant elements connected with
the government and the armed forces were
effectively in control of Japanese politics.

For the moment, the prime victim of
Tokyo’s militant strategy was China. When
clashes between Chinese and Japanese troops
broke out, the Chinese Nationalist leader,
Chiang Kai-shek (CHANG ky-SHEK) (1887–
1975), sought to appease Tokyo by granting
Japan the authority to administer areas in
North China. But as Japan moved steadily
southward, popular protests in Chinese cities
against Japanese aggression intensified. When
Chinese and Japanese forces clashed at the
Marco Polo Bridge, south of Beijing, in July
1937, China refused to apologize, and hostil-
ities spread.

Japan had not planned to declare war on
China, but neither side would compromise,
and the 1937 incident eventually turned into

a major conflict. The Japanese advanced up the Yangtze
valley and seized the Chinese capital of Nanjing (nan-
JING), raping and killing thousands of innocent civilians
in the process. But Chiang Kai-shek refused to capitulate
and moved his government upriver to Hankou (HAHN-
kow). Japanese strategists had hoped to force Chiang to
join a Japanese-dominated new order in East Asia, com-
prising Japan, Manchuria, and China. This aim was part of
a larger plan to seize Soviet Siberia with its rich resources
and create a new ‘‘Monroe Doctrine for Asia,’’ in which
Japan would guide its Asian neighbors on the path to
development and prosperity.

During the late 1930s, Japan began to cooperate with
Nazi Germany on the assumption that the two countries
would ultimately launch a joint attack on the Soviet Union
and divide up its resources between them. But when
Germany surprised the world by signing a nonaggression
pact with the Soviets in August 1939, Japanese strategists
were compelled to reevaluate their long-term objectives.
Japan was not strong enough to defeat the Soviet Union
alone, so the Japanese began to shift their gaze southward

Hitler Declares War. Adolf Hitler believed that it was necessary for Germany
to gain living space through conquest in the east. This policy meant war. Hitler’s
nonaggression pact with the Soviet Union on August 23, 1939, paved the way
for his invasion of Poland on September 1. On that day, Hitler spoke to the
German Reichstag and announced the outbreak of war.
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to the vast resources of Southeast Asia—the oil of the
Dutch East Indies, the rubber and tin of Malaya, and the
rice of Burma and Indochina.

A move southward, of course, would risk war with the
European colonial powers, especially Britain and France,
as well as with the other rising power in the Pacific, the
United States. When the Japanese took military control of
southern Vietnam in July 1941, the Americans responded
by cutting off sales of vital scrap iron and oil to Japan.
Japan’s military leaders decided to preempt any further
American response by attacking the American naval fleet
in the Pacific.

The Course of World War II

Q FOCUS QUESTION: What were the main events of
World War II in Europe and in Asia, and why were
the Allies ultimately victorious?

Nine days before he attacked Poland, Hitler made clear to
his generals what was expected of them: ‘‘When starting
and waging a war it is not right that matters, but victory.

Close your hearts to pity. Act brutally. Eighty million
people must obtain what is their right. . . . The wholesale
destruction of Poland is the military objective. Speed is
the main thing. Pursuit until complete annihilation.’’4

Hitler’s remarks set the tone for what became the most
destructive war in human history.

Victory and Stalemate
Unleashing an early form of Blitzkrieg, or ‘‘lightning war,’’
Hitler stunned Europe with the speed and efficiency of the
German attack. Moving into Poland with about 1.5 mil-
lion troops from two fronts, German forces used panzer
divisions, or armored columns, supported by airplanes to
break quickly through the Polish lines and encircle the
outnumbered and poorly equipped Polish armies. The
coordinated air and ground assaults included the use of
Stuka dive bombers; as they descended from the skies,
their sirens emitted a blood-curdling shriek, adding a
frighteningly destructive element to the German attack.
Regular infantry units, still on foot with their supplies
drawn by horses, then marched in to hold the newly
conquered territory. Soon afterward, Soviet military forces
attacked eastern Poland. Within four weeks, Poland had
surrendered. On September 28, 1939, Germany and the
Soviet Union officially divided Poland between them.

A Japanese Victory March in China. After consolidating its
authority over Manchuria, Japan began to expand into northern
China. Direct hostilities between Japanese and Chinese forces
began in 1937. This photograph shows a Japanese victory march
in Shanghai at the beginning of December 1937. By 1939, Japan
had conquered most of eastern China.

CHRONOLOGY Prelude to War, 1933–1939

Japan seizes Manchuria September 1931

Hitler becomes chancellor January 30, 1933

Hitler announces a German air force March 9, 1935

Hitler announces military
conscription

March 16, 1935

Anglo-German Naval Pact June 18, 1935

Mussolini invades Ethiopia October 1935

Hitler occupies demilitarized
Rhineland

March 7, 1936

Mussolini and Hitler intervene
in the Spanish Civil War

1936

Rome-Berlin Axis October 1936

Anti-Comintern Pact
(Japan and Germany)

November 1936

Japan invades China 1937

Germany annexes Austria March 13, 1938

Munich Conference: Germany
occupies Sudetenland

September 29, 1938

Germany occupies the rest
of Czechoslovakia

March 1939

German-Soviet Nonaggression Pact August 23, 1939

Germany invades Poland September 1, 1939

Britain and France declare war
on Germany

September 3, 1939

Soviet Union invades Poland September 17, 1939
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HITLER’S ATTACK IN THE WEST Although Hitler’s hopes
of avoiding a war in the west were dashed when France
and Britain declared war on September 3, he was confident
that he could control the situation. Expecting another war
of attrition and economic blockade, Britain and France
refused to go on the offensive. Between 1930 and 1935,
France had built a series of concrete and steel fortifications
armed with heavy artillery—known as the Maginot (MA-
zhi-noh) Line—along its border with Germany. Now
France was quite happy to remain in its defensive shell.

After a winter of waiting (called the ‘‘phony war’’),
Hitler resumed the war on April 9, 1940, with another
Blitzkrieg, this time against Denmark and Norway. The
invasion of Norway was dramatic; the Nazis landed troops
at key positions along the coast and dropped paratroopers
into airfields and major cities. The British landed a force
of almost 50,000 troops but were eventually driven out.
Norway surrendered on June 9, and Germany’s northern
flank was now secure.

One month later, on May 10, the Germans launched
their attack on the Netherlands, Belgium, and France. The
Netherlands fell in five days. The Dutch city of Rotterdam
was devastated by bombing and quickly became a symbol
of ruthless Nazi destruction of civilian life. The German
forces pushed into Belgium as if to move into France as
they had done in World War I, but this was only a trick.
The Germans now unleashed their main assault through
Luxembourg and the Ardennes, a move that was completely
unexpected by the French and British forces. German
panzer divisions broke through the weak French defensive
positions there, outflanking the Maginot Line, raced
across northern France, and reached the English Channel
on May 21, splitting the Allied armies. The main Belgian
army surrendered on May 28, and the other British and
French forces were trapped at Dunkirk. At this point
Hitler stopped the advance of the German armored units
and ordered the Luftwaffe (the German air force) to de-
stroy the Allied army on the beaches of Dunkirk. The
Luftwaffe was ineffective in bombing the Allied forces,
however, and by the time Hitler ordered his armored units
to advance again, the British had rebuilt their defenses
sufficiently to allow for a gigantic evacuation of 350,000
French and British troops by a fleet of small ships. The
‘‘miracle of Dunkirk’’ saved a well-trained army to fight
another day.

On June 5, the Germans launched another offensive
into southern France. Five days later, Benito Mussolini,
believing that the war was over and eager to grab some of
the spoils, declared war on France and invaded from the
south. Dazed by the speed of the German offensive, the
French were never able to mount an adequate resistance
and surrendered on June 22. German armies occupied
about three-fifths of France while the French hero of
World War I, Marshal Henri P�etain (AHN-ree pay-TANH)
(1856–1951), established an authoritarian regime—known
as Vichy (VISH-ee) France—over the remainder. The Allies
regarded the P�etain government as a Nazi puppet state,
and a French government-in-exile took up residence in

Britain. Germany was now in control of western and
central Europe, but Britain still had not been defeated.

THE PROBLEM OF BRITAIN The German victories in
Denmark and Norway had led to a change of government
in Britain. Growing dissatisfaction with the apostle of
appeasement, Neville Chamberlain, led a member of his
own party to say to the prime minister, ‘‘You have sat too
long for any good you have been doing. Depart, I say, and
let us have done with you. In the name of God go!’’5

Chamberlain resigned, and on May 10, 1940, Winston
Churchill (1874–1965), a longtime advocate of a hard-line
policy toward Nazi Germany, became prime minister.
Churchill was confident that he could guide Britain to
ultimate victory. ‘‘I thought I knew a great deal about it
all,’’ he later wrote, ‘‘and I was sure I should not fail.’’
Churchill proved to be an inspiring leader who rallied the
British people with stirring speeches. Hitler had hoped
that the British could be persuaded to make peace so that
he could fulfill his long-awaited opportunity to gain living
space in the east. Led by the stubbornly determined
Churchill, who believed there could be no compromise
with Nazism, the British refused, and Hitler was forced to
prepare for an invasion of Britain, a prospect that he faced
with little confidence.

As Hitler realized, an amphibious invasion of Britain
would be possible only if Germany gained control of the
air. By August 1940, the Luftwaffe had launched a major
offensive against British air and naval bases, harbors,
communication centers, and war industries. The British
fought back doggedly, supported by an effective radar
system that gave them early warning of German attacks.
Moreover, the Ultra intelligence operation, which had
broken German military codes, gave the British air force
information about the specific targets of German air at-
tacks. Nevertheless, the British air force suffered critical
losses by the end of August and was probably saved by
Hitler’s change of strategy. In September, in retaliation for
a British attack on Berlin, Hitler ordered a shift from
military targets to massive bombing of cities to break
British morale. The British rebuilt their air strength quickly
and were soon inflicting major losses on Luftwaffe bomb-
ers. By the end of September, Germany had lost the Battle
of Britain, and the invasion of Britain had to be postponed.

At this point, Hitler pursued the possibility of a Med-
iterranean strategy, which would involve capturing Egypt
and the Suez Canal and closing the Mediterranean to
British ships, thereby shutting off Britain’s supply of oil.
Hitler’s commitment to the Mediterranean was never
wholehearted, however. His initial plan was to let the
Italians, whose role was to secure the Balkan and Medi-
terranean flanks, defeat the British in North Africa, but
this strategy failed when the British routed the Italian
army. Although Hitler then sent German troops to the
North African theater of war, his primary concern lay
elsewhere: he had already reached the decision to fulfill
his lifetime obsession with the acquisition of living space
in the east.
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INVASION OF THE SOVIET UNION Already at the end of
July 1940, Hitler had told his army leaders to begin
preparations for the invasion of the Soviet Union. Al-
though he had no desire for a two-front war, Hitler be-
came convinced that Britain was remaining in the war
only because it expected Soviet support. If the Soviet
Union were smashed, Britain’s last hope would be elimi-
nated. Moreover, Hitler had convinced himself that the
Soviet Union, with its Jewish-Bolshevik leadership and a
pitiful army, could be defeated quickly and decisively.
Although the invasion of the Soviet Union was scheduled
for spring 1941, the attack was delayed because of prob-
lems in the Balkans.

Hitler had already obtained the political cooperation of
Hungary, Bulgaria, and Romania. Mussolini, however, who
liked to think of the Balkans as being within the Italian
sphere of influence, became considerably upset over Ger-
many’s gains in southeastern Europe. To ensure the ex-
tension of Italian influence in that region, Mussolini
launched an attack on Greece on October 28, 1940. But
the Italians were militarily unprepared, and their invasion
was quickly stopped. Hitler was furious because the di-
sastrous invasion of Greece exposed his southern flank to
British air bases in Greece. To secure his Balkan flank,
Hitler first invaded Yugoslavia on April 6, 1941. After its
surrender on April 17, he smashed Greece in six days. Now
reassured, Hitler turned to the east and invaded the Soviet
Union, believing that the Soviets could still be decisively
defeated before winter set in.

On June 22, 1941, Nazi Germany launched its attack
on the Soviet Union, by far the largest invasion the Ger-
mans had yet attempted. The German force consisted of
180 divisions, including 20 panzer divisions, 8,000 tanks,
and 3,200 airplanes. German troops were stretched out
along an 1,800-mile front (see Map 27.2). The Soviets had
160 infantry divisions but were able to mobilize another
300 divisions out of reserves within half a year. Hitler had
badly miscalculated the Soviets’ potential power.

The German troops advanced rapidly, capturing 2 mil-
lion Soviet soldiers. By November, one German army group
had swept through Ukraine while a second was besieging
Leningrad; a third approached within 25 miles of Moscow,
the Soviet capital. But despite their successes, the Germans
had failed to achieve their primary objective. They did not
eliminate the Soviet army, nor did the Soviet state collapse
in a few months, as Hitler thought it would.

An early winter and unexpected Soviet resistance
brought the German advance to a halt. Armor and trans-
port vehicles stalled in temperatures of 30 below zero.
Hitler’s commanders wished to withdraw and regroup for
the following spring, but Hitler refused. Fearing the dis-
integration of his lines, he insisted that there would be no
retreat. A Soviet counterattack in December 1941 by an
army supposedly exhausted by Nazi victories came as an
ominous ending to the year. Although the Germans man-
aged to hold on and reestablish their lines, a war diary kept
by a member of Panzer Group Three described their
desperate situation: ‘‘Discipline is breaking down. More

and more soldiers are heading west on foot without
weapons. . . . The road is under constant air attack. Those
killed by bombs are no longer being buried. All the hangers-
on (cargo troops, Luftwaffe, supply trains) are pouring to
the rear in full flight.’’6 By December 1941, another of
Hitler’s decisions—the declaration of war on the United
States—had probably made his defeat inevitable and
turned another European conflict into a global war.

The War in Asia
On December 7, 1941, Japanese carrier-based aircraft
attacked the United States naval base at Pearl Harbor in
the Hawaiian Islands. The same day, other units launched
additional assaults on the Philippines and began advanc-
ing toward the British colony of Malaya. The next day, the
United States declared war on Japan. Three days later,
Hitler declared war on the United States, although he was
by no means required to do so by his loose alliance with
Japan. This action enabled President Franklin D. Roose-
velt to overcome strong American isolationist sentiment
and bring the United States into the European conflict.

Shortly after the American entry into the war,
Japanese forces invaded the Dutch East Indies and

German Troops in the Soviet Union. At first, the German
attack on the Soviet Union was enormously successful, leading
one German general to remark in his diary: ‘‘It is probably no
overstatement to say that the Russian campaign has been won in
the space of two weeks.’’ This picture shows German troops
firing on Soviet positions.
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occupied a number of islands in the Pacific Ocean (see
Map 27.3). In some cases, as on the Bataan peninsula
and the island of Corregidor in the Philippines, resis-
tance was fierce, but by the spring of 1942, almost all of
Southeast Asia and much of the western Pacific had
fallen into Japanese hands. Tokyo declared the creation
of the Great East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere, encom-
passing the entire region under Japanese tutelage, and
announced its intention to liberate the colonial areas of
Southeast Asia from Western colonial rule. For the mo-
ment, however, Japan needed the resources of the region

for its war machine and placed the countries under its
rule on a wartime basis.

Japanese leaders had hoped that their lightning strike
at American bases would destroy the U.S. Pacific Fleet and
persuade the Roosevelt administration to accept Japanese
domination of the Pacific. The American people, in the
eyes of Japanese leaders, had been made soft by material
indulgence. But Tokyo had miscalculated. The attack on
Pearl Harbor galvanized American opinion and won broad
support for Roosevelt’s war policy. The United States now
joined with European nations and Nationalist China in a
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MAP 27.2 World War II in Europe and North Africa. With its fast and effective military,
Germany quickly overwhelmed much of western Europe. Hitler had overestimated his country’s
capabilities, however, and underestimated those of his foes. By late 1942, his invasion of the
Soviet Union was failing, and the United States had become a major factor in the war. The Allies
successfully invaded Italy in 1943 and France in 1944.

Q Which countries were neutral, and how did geography help make their neutrality an
option?

View an animated version of this map or related maps on the CourseMate website.
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combined effort to defeat Japan and bring to an end its
hegemony in the Pacific.

The Turning Point of the War
(1942–1943)
The entry of the United States into the war created a coalition
(the Grand Alliance) that ultimately defeated the Axis powers
(Germany, Italy, Japan). Nevertheless, the three major Allies—
Britain, the United States, and the Soviet Union—had to
overcome mutual suspicions before they could operate as an
effective alliance. Two factors aided that process. First, Hit-
ler’s declaration of war on the United States made it easier
for the Americans to accept the British and Soviet contention

that the defeat of Germany should be the first priority of the
United States. For that reason, the United States increased
the quantity of trucks, planes, and other arms that it sent to
the British and Soviets. Also important to the alliance
was the tacit agreement of the three chief Allies to stress
military operations while ignoring political differences and
larger strategic issues concerning any postwar settlement.
At the beginning of 1943, the Allies agreed to fight until
the Axis powers surrendered unconditionally. Although
this principle of unconditional surrender might have
discouraged dissident Germans and Japanese from over-
throwing their governments in order to arrange a negotiated
peace, it also had the effect of cementing the Grand Alliance
by making it nearly impossible for Hitler to divide his foes.
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MAP 27.3 World War II in Asia and the Pacific. In 1937, Japan invaded northern China,
beginning its effort to create a ‘‘Great East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere.’’ Further expansion caused
the United States to end iron and oil sales to Japan. Deciding that war with the United States
was inevitable, Japan engineered a surprise attack on Pearl Harbor.

Q Why was control of the islands in the western Pacific of great importance both to the
Japanese and to the Allies?

View an animated version of this map or related maps on the CourseMate website.
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Defeat was far from Hitler’s mind at the beginning of
1942, however. As Japanese forces advanced into South-
east Asia and the Pacific after crippling the American
naval fleet at Pearl Harbor, Hitler and his European allies
continued the war in Europe against Britain and the
Soviet Union. Until the fall of 1942, it appeared that the
Germans might still prevail on the battlefield.

After the British defeat of Italian troops in North Africa,
Hitler sent General Erwin Rommel (RAHM-ul), whom he
described as ‘‘the most daring general of armored forces in
the German army,’’ with the German Af-
rika Korps to Libya in February 1941.
Leading a combined force of Germans and
Italians, Rommel attacked on March 30
and by the end of May had reached the
Egyptian frontier, where he was finally
forced to halt. Reinforcements in North
Africa in 1942 enabled the Afrika Korps to
break though the British defenses in Egypt,
capture Tobruk in June, and begin an ad-
vance toward Alexandria.

The Germans were also continuing their
success in the Battle of the North Atlantic
as their submarines continued to attack
Allied ships carrying supplies to Great
Britain. In the spring of 1942, a renewed
German offensive in the Soviet Union led
to the capture of the entire Crimea, caus-
ing Hitler to boast in August 1942:

As the next step, we are going to advance
south of the Caucasus and then help the
rebels in Iran and Iraq against the English.
Another thrust will be directed along the
Caspian Sea toward Afghanistan and India.
Then the English will run out of oil. In two
years we’ll be on the borders of India.
Twenty to thirty elite German divisions will
do. Then the British Empire will collapse.7

But this would be Hitler’s last optimistic
outburst. By the fall of 1942, the war had
turned against the Germans.

In North Africa, British forces had
stopped Rommel’s troops at El Alamein in
the summer of 1942 and then forced them
back across the desert. In November 1942,
British and American forces invaded French
North Africa and forced the German and
Italian troops to surrender in May 1943. By
that time, new detection devices had en-
abled the Allies to destroy increasing num-
bers of German submarines in the shipping
war in the Atlantic.

BATTLE OF STALINGRAD On the Eastern
Front, the turning point of the war oc-
curred at Stalingrad. After the capture of
the Crimea, Hitler’s generals wanted him
to concentrate on the Caucasus and its oil

fields, but Hitler decided that Stalingrad, a major industrial
center on the Volga, should be taken first.

The German advance on Stalingrad encountered fierce
resistance, but Hitler was determined to capture the city
named after the Soviet dictator. Stalin had issued a war
order called ‘‘Not a Step Back.’’ Although the Germans
destroyed much of the city, the Soviet troops used the
bombed-out buildings and factories as well-fortified defen-
sive positions. A deadly and brutal street-by-street conflict
evolved during September, October, and November, in

The Battle of Stalingrad. The Battle of Stalingrad was a major turning point on the
Eastern Front. Shown in the first illustration is a German infantry platoon in the ruins of
a tractor factory they had captured in the northern part of Stalingrad. This victory
took place on October 15, 1942, at a time when Hitler still believed he was winning
the battle for Stalingrad. That belief was soon dashed as a Soviet counteroffensive in
November led to a total defeat for the Germans. The second illustration shows
thousands of captured soldiers being marched across frozen Soviet soil to prison
camps. The soldiers in white fur hats are Romanian. Fewer than 6,000 captured soldiers
survived to go home; the remainder—almost 85,000 prisoners—died in captivity.
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which both sides took severe losses. On November 8, Hitler
announced that the German Sixth Army had taken Sta-
lingrad, but in fact, on November 19 and 20, the Soviets
attacked German positions north and south of Stalingrad,
and by November 23 they had surrounded the German
forces. Hitler commanded General Friedrich Paulus to
stand firm with his Sixth Army and forbade attempts to
break out of the encirclement. Winter privations and Soviet
attacks, however, forced the Germans to surrender on
February 2, 1943 (see the box above). The entire German
Sixth Army of 300,000 men was lost. By February 1943,
German forces in the Soviet Union were back to their po-
sitions of June 1942. By the spring of 1943, even Hitler
knew that the Germans would not defeat the Soviet Union.

BATTLE OF MIDWAY The tide of battle in Asia also
turned dramatically in 1942. In the Battle of the Coral Sea
on May 7–8, 1942, American naval forces stopped the
Japanese advance and temporarily relieved Australia of
the threat of invasion. On June 4, at the Battle of Midway
Island, American planes destroyed all four of the attacking
Japanese aircraft carriers and established American naval
superiority in the Pacific. The victory came at a high cost;
about two-fifths of the American planes were shot down
in the encounter. By the fall of 1942, Allied forces were
beginning to gather for offensive operations in three
areas: from bases in north Burma and India into the rest
of Burma; in the Solomon Islands and on New Guinea,
with forces under the direction of American general

A German Soldier at Stalingrad

The Soviet victory at Stalingrad was a major turning
point in World War II. This excerpt comes from the diary
of a German soldier who fought and died in the Battle of
Stalingrad. His dreams of victory and a return home with
medals were soon dashed by the realities of Soviet
resistance.

Diary of a German Soldier

Today, after we’d had a bath, the company commander
told us that if our future operations are as successful,
we’ll soon reach the Volga, take Stalingrad and then the
war will inevitably soon be over. Perhaps we’ll be home
by Christmas.

July 29. The company commander says the Russian
troops are completely broken, and cannot hold out any
longer. To reach the Volga and take Stalingrad is not so
difficult for us. The F€uhrer knows where the Russians’
weak point is. Victory is not far away. . . .

August 10. The F€uhrer’s orders were read out to us.
He expects victory of us. We are all convinced that they
can’t stop us.

August 12. This morning outstanding soldiers were
presented with decorations. . . . Will I really go back to
Elsa without a decoration? I believe that for Stalingrad
the F€uhrer will decorate even me. . . .

September 4. We are being sent northward along the
front toward Stalingrad. We marched all night and by
dawn had reached Voroponovo Station. We can already see
the smoking town. It’s a happy thought that the end of the
war is getting nearer. That’s what everyone is saying. . . .

September 8. Two days of non-stop fighting. The Rus-
sians are defending themselves with insane stubborn-
ness. Our regiment has lost many men. . . .

September 16. Our battalion, plus tanks, is attacking the
[grain storage] elevator, from which smoke is pouring—the
grain in it is burning, the Russians seem to have set light
to it themselves. Barbarism. The battalion is suffering
heavy losses. . . .

October 10. The Russians are so close to us that our
planes cannot bomb them. We are preparing for a deci-
sive attack. The F€uhrer has ordered the whole of Stalin-
grad to be taken as rapidly as possible. . . .

October 22. Our regiment has failed to break into the
factory. We have lost many men; every time you move
you have to jump over bodies. . . .

November 10. A letter from Elsa today. Everyone
expects us home for Christmas. In Germany everyone
believes we already hold Stalingrad. How wrong they
are. If they could only see what Stalingrad has done to
our army. . . .

November 21. The Russians have gone over to the of-
fensive along the whole front. Fierce fighting is going
on. So, there it is—the Volga, victory and soon home to
our families! We shall obviously be seeing them next in
the other world.

November 29. We are encircled. It was announced this
morning that the F€uhrer has said: ‘‘The army can trust
me to do everything necessary to ensure supplies and
rapidly break the encirclement.’’

December 3. We are on hunger rations and waiting for
the rescue that the F€uhrer promised. . . .

December 14. Everybody is racked with hunger. Frozen
potatoes are the best meal, but to get them out of the
ice-covered ground under fire from Russian bullets is
not so easy. . . .

December 26. The horses have already been eaten. I
would eat a cat; they say its meat is also tasty. The sol-
diers look like corpses or lunatics, looking for something
to put in their mouths. They no longer take cover from
Russian shells; they haven’t the strength to walk, run
away and hide. A curse on this war!

Q What did this soldier believe about the F€uhrer?
Why? What was the source of his information?
Why is the battle for Stalingrad considered a major
turning point in World War II?
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Douglas MacArthur moving toward the Philippines; and
across the Pacific where combined U.S. Army, Marine, and
Navy forces would mount attacks against Japanese-held
islands. After a series of bitter engagements in the waters
off the Solomon Islands from August to November 1942,
Japanese fortunes began to fade.

The Last Years of the War
By the beginning of 1943, the tide of battle had turned
against Germany, Italy, and Japan, but it would take a
long time to achieve the goal of unconditional surrender
of the three Axis powers. After the Axis forces had sur-
rendered in Tunisia on May 13, 1943, the Allies crossed
the Mediterranean and carried the war to Italy, an area
that Winston Churchill had called the ‘‘soft underbelly’’ of
Europe. After taking Sicily, Allied troops began the inva-
sion of mainland Italy in September. In the meantime,
after the ouster and arrest of Benito Mussolini, a new
Italian government offered to surrender to Allied forces.
But Mussolini was liberated by the Germans in a daring
raid and then set up as the head of a puppet German state
in northern Italy while German troops moved in and oc-
cupied much of Italy. The new defensive lines established
by the Germans in the hills south of Rome were so ef-
fective that the Allied advance up the Italian peninsula
was a painstaking affair accompanied by heavy casualties.
Rome did not fall to the Allies until June 4, 1944. By that
time, the Italian war had assumed a secondary role any-
way as the Allies opened their long-awaited ‘‘second front’’
in western Europe two days later.

ALLIED ADVANCES IN THE WEST Since the autumn of
1943, the Allies had been planning a cross-channel inva-
sion of France from Britain. A series of Allied deceptions
managed to trick the Germans into believing that the in-
vasion would come on the flat plains of northern France.

Instead, the Allies, under the direction of the American
general, Dwight D. Eisenhower (1890–1969), landed five
assault divisions on the Normandy beaches on June 6 in
history’s greatest amphibious invasion. Three airborne di-
visions were also sent to secure the flanks of the areas
where the troops went ashore. Putting 150,000 troops
ashore in one day required the support of more than 7,000
naval ships. An initially indecisive German response en-
abled the Allied forces to establish a beachhead. Within
three months, they had landed 2 million men and a half-
million vehicles that pushed inland and broke through the
German defensive lines.

After the breakout, Allied troops moved south and east
and liberated Paris by the end of August. Supply problems
as well as a last-minute, desperate (and unsuccessful) of-
fensive by German troops in the Battle of the Bulge
slowed the Allied advance. Nevertheless, by March 1945,
Allied armies had crossed the Rhine River and advanced
further into Germany. At the end of April, Allied forces in
northern Germany moved toward the Elbe River, where
they finally linked up with the Soviets.

SOVIET OFFENSIVE IN THE EAST The Soviets had come
a long way since the Battle of Stalingrad in 1943. In the
summer of 1943, Hitler’s generals had urged him to build
an ‘‘east wall’’ based on river barriers to halt the Soviets.
Instead, Hitler gambled on taking the offensive by making
use of newly developed heavy tanks. German forces were
soundly defeated by the Soviets at the Battle of Kursk
(KOORSK) (July 5–12), the greatest tank battle of World
War II. The Germans lost eighteen of their best panzer
divisions. Soviet forces now began a relentless advance
westward. The Soviets had reoccupied Ukraine by the end
of 1943 and lifted the siege of Leningrad and moved into
the Baltic states by the beginning of 1944. Advancing
along a northern front, Soviet troops occupied Warsaw in
January 1945 and entered Berlin in April. Meanwhile,

Crossing the Rhine. After landing
at Normandy, Allied forces liberated
France and prepared to move into
Germany. Makeshift bridges enabled
the Allies to cross the Rhine in some
areas and advance deeper into
Germany. Units of the U.S. Seventh
Army of General Patch are shown here
crossing the Rhine at Worms on a
pontoon bridge constructed by
battalions of engineers alongside the
ruins of the old bridge.
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Soviet troops swept along a southern front through Hun-
gary, Romania, and Bulgaria.

In January 1945, Adolf Hitler had moved into a bunker
55 feet under Berlin to direct the final stages of the war.
Hitler continued to arrange his armies on worn-out battle
maps as if it still made a difference. In his final political
testament, Hitler, consistent to the end in his rabid anti-
Semitism, blamed the Jews for the war: ‘‘Above all I charge
the leaders of the nation and those under them to scru-
pulous observance of the laws of race and to merciless
opposition to the universal poisoner of all peoples, in-
ternational Jewry.’’8 Hitler committed suicide on April 30,
two days after Mussolini had been shot by partisan Italian
forces. On May 7, German commanders surrendered. The
war in Europe was over.

DEFEAT OF JAPAN The war in Asia continued. Beginning
in 1943, American forces had gone on the offensive and
advanced their way, slowly at times, across the Pacific.
American forces took an increasing toll of enemy re-
sources, especially at sea and in the air. When President
Harry Truman (Roosevelt had died on April 12, 1945) and
his advisers became convinced that American troops might
suffer heavy casualties in the invasion of the Japanese
homeland, they made the decision to drop the newly de-
veloped atomic bomb on Hiroshima (hee-roh-SHEE-muh)

and Nagasaki (nah-gah-SAH-kee). The Japanese surren-
dered unconditionally on August 14. World War II was
finally over.

The New Order

Q FOCUS QUESTIONS: How was the Nazi empire
organized? What was the Holocaust, and what role
did it play in Nazi policy?

The initial victories of the Germans and the Japanese gave
them the opportunity to create new orders in Europe and
Asia. Although both countries presented positive images
of these new orders for publicity purposes, in practice
both followed policies of ruthless domination of their
subject peoples.

The Nazi Empire
After the German victories in Europe, Nazi propagandists
created glowing images of a new European order based on
‘‘equal chances’’ for all nations and an integrated eco-
nomic community. This was not Hitler’s conception of a
European New Order. He saw the Europe he had con-
quered simply as subject to German domination. Only the
Germans, he once said, ‘‘can really organize Europe.’’

The Nazi empire stretched across continental Europe
from the English Channel in the west to the outskirts of
Moscow in the east. In no way was this empire organized
systematically or governed efficiently. Some states—Spain,
Portugal, Switzerland, Sweden, and Turkey—remained
neutral and outside the empire. Germany’s allies—Italy,
Romania, Bulgaria, Hungary, and Finland—kept their in-
dependence but found themselves increasingly restricted
by the Germans as the war progressed. The remainder of
Europe was largely organized in one of two ways. Some
areas, such as western Poland, were directly annexed by
Nazi Germany and made into German provinces. Most of
occupied Europe was administered by German military or
civilian officials, combined with varying degrees of indirect
control from collaborationist regimes. Competing lines of
authority by different offices in occupied Europe made
German occupation inefficient.

Racial considerations played an important role in how
conquered peoples were treated in the Nazi New Order.
German civil administrations were established in Norway,
Denmark, and the Netherlands because the Nazis con-
sidered their peoples Aryan, racially akin to the Germans
and hence worthy of more lenient treatment. ‘‘Inferior’’
Latin peoples, such as the occupied French, were given
military administrations. By 1943, however, as Nazi losses
continued to multiply, all the occupied territories of
northern and western Europe were ruthlessly exploited for
material goods and workers for Germany’s war needs.

PLANS FOR AN ARYAN RACIAL EMPIRE Because the
conquered lands in the east contained the living space for

CHRONOLOGY World War II

Germany and the Soviet Union divide
Poland

September 1939

Blitzkrieg against Denmark and Norway April 1940

Blitzkrieg against Belgium, Netherlands,
and France

May 1940

Churchill becomes British prime
minister

May 10, 1940

France surrenders June 22, 1940

Battle of Britain Summer 1940

Nazi seizure of Yugoslavia and Greece April 1941

Germany invades the Soviet Union June 22, 1941

Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor December 7, 1941

Battle of the Coral Sea May 7–8, 1942

Battle of Midway Island June 4, 1942

Allied invasion of North Africa November 1942

Soviets win Battle of Stalingrad February 2, 1943

Axis forces surrender in North Africa May 13, 1943

Battle of Kursk July 5–12, 1943

Invasion of mainland Italy September 1943

Allied invasion of France June 6, 1944

Hitler commits suicide April 30, 1945

Germany surrenders May 7, 1945

Atomic bomb dropped on Hiroshima August 6, 1945

Japan surrenders August 14, 1945
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German expansion and were populated in Nazi eyes by
racially inferior Slavic peoples, Nazi administration there
was considerably more ruthless. Hitler’s racial ideology
and his plans for an Aryan racial empire were so impor-
tant to him that he and the Nazis began to implement
their racial program soon after the conquest of Poland.
Heinrich Himmler, a strong believer in Nazi racial ideol-
ogy and the leader of the SS, was put in charge of German
resettlement plans in the east. Himmler’s task was to
evacuate the inferior Slavic peoples and replace them with
Germans, a policy first applied to the new German prov-
inces created from the lands of western Poland. One
million Poles were uprooted and dumped in southern
Poland. Hundreds of thousands of ethnic Germans (de-
scendants of Germans who had migrated years earlier
from Germany to various parts of southern and eastern
Europe) were encouraged to colonize the designated areas
in Poland. By 1942, 2 million ethnic Germans had been
settled in Poland.

The invasion of the Soviet Union inflated Nazi visions
of German colonization in the east. Hitler spoke to his
intimate circle of a colossal project of social engineering

after the war, in which Poles, Ukrainians, and Soviets
would become slave labor and German peasants would
settle on the abandoned lands and Germanize them (see
the box above). Nazis involved in this kind of planning
were well aware of the human costs. Himmler told a
gathering of SS officers that although the destruction of
30 million Slavs was a prerequisite for German plans in
the east, ‘‘whether nations live in prosperity or starve to
death interests me only insofar as we need them as slaves
for our culture. Otherwise it is of no interest.’’9

ECONOMIC EXPLOITATION Economically, the Nazi New
Order meant the ruthless exploitation of conquered Eu-
rope’s resources. In eastern Europe, economic exploitation
was direct and severe. The Germans seized raw materials,
machines, and food, leaving only enough to maintain local
peoples at a bare subsistence level. Although the Germans
adopted legal formalities in their economic exploitation of
western Europe, military supplies and important raw
materials were taken outright. As Nazi policies created
drastic shortages of food, clothing, and shelter, many
Europeans suffered severely.

Hitler’s Plans for a New Order in the East

Hitler’s nightly monologues to his postdinner guests,
which were recorded by the F€uhrer’s private secretary,
Martin Bormann, reveal much about the New Order he
wished to create. On the evening of October 17, 1941,
he expressed his views on what the Germans would do
with their newly conquered territories in the east.

Hitler’s Secret Conversations,
October 17, 1941

In comparison with the beauties accumulated in
Central Germany, the new territories in the East seem
to us like a desert. . . . This Russian desert, we shall pop-
ulate it. . . . We’ll take away its character of an Asiatic
steppe, we’ll Europeanize it. With this object, we have
undertaken the construction of roads that will lead to
the southernmost point of the Crimea and to the Cauca-
sus. These roads will be studded along their whole
length with German towns, and around these towns our
colonists will settle.

As for the two or three million men whom we need
to accomplish this task, we’ll find them quicker than
we think. They’ll come from Germany, Scandinavia, the
Western countries and America. I shall no longer be
here to see all that, but in twenty years the Ukraine
will already be a home for twenty million inhabitants
besides the natives. In three hundred years, the coun-
try will be one of the loveliest gardens in the world.

As for the natives, we’ll have to screen them carefully.
The Jew, that destroyer, we shall drive out. . . . We shan’t

settle in the Russian towns, and we’ll let them fall to
pieces without intervening. And, above all, no remorse
on this subject! We’re not going to play at children’s
nurses; we’re absolutely without obligations as far as
these people are concerned. To struggle against the
hovels, chase away the fleas, provide German teachers,
bring out newspapers—very little of that for us! We’ll
confine ourselves, perhaps, to setting up a radio trans-
mitter, under our control. For the rest, let them know
just enough to understand our highway signs, so that
they won’t get themselves run over by our vehicles. . . .
There’s only one duty: to Germanize this country by
the immigration of Germans, and to look upon the
natives as Redskins. If these people had defeated us,
Heaven have mercy! But we don’t hate them. That
sentiment is unknown to us. We are guided only by
reason. . . .

All those who have the feeling for Europe can join in
our work.

In this business I shall go straight ahead, cold-
bloodedly. What they may think about me, at this junc-
ture, is to me a matter of complete indifference. I don’t
see why a German who eats a piece of bread should
torment himself with the idea that the soil that pro-
duces this bread has been won by the sword.

Q What new order did Hitler envision in the east?
What would its achievement have meant for the
peoples of eastern Europe?
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USE OF FOREIGN WORKERS Labor shortages in Ger-
many led to a policy of ruthless mobilization of foreign
labor for Germany. After the invasion of the Soviet Union,
the 4 million Soviet prisoners of war captured by the
Germans became a major source of heavy labor, but it was
wasted by allowing 3 million of them to die from neglect.
In 1942, a special office was created to recruit labor for
German farms and industries. By the summer of 1944,
7 million foreign workers were laboring in Germany and
constituted 20 percent of Germany’s labor force. At the
same time, another 7 million workers were supplying
forced labor in their own countries on farms, in indus-
tries, and even in military camps. Forced labor often
proved counterproductive, however, because it created
economic chaos in occupied countries and disrupted in-
dustrial production that could have helped Germany. Even
worse for the Germans, the brutal character of Germany’s
recruitment policies often caused more and more people
to resist the Nazi occupation forces.

Resistance Movements
German policies toward conquered peoples quickly led to
the emergence of resistance movements throughout Eu-
rope, especially in the east, where brutality toward the
native peoples produced a strong reaction. In Ukraine
and the Baltic states, for example, the Germans were
initially hailed as liberators from Communist rule, but
Hitler’s policies of treating Slavic peoples as subhumans
only drove those peoples to support and join guerrilla
forces.

RESISTANCE MOVEMENTS IN NAZI-OCCUPIED EUROPE
Resistance movements were formed throughout Europe.
Active resisters committed acts of sabotage against German
installations, assassinated German officials, disseminated
anti-German newspapers, wrote anti-German sentiments
on walls, and spied on German military positions for the
Allies. Some anti-Nazi groups from occupied countries,
such as the Free French movement under Charles de
Gaulle (SHAHRL duh GOHL), created governments-in-
exile in London. In some countries, resistance groups
even grew strong enough to take on the Germans in
pitched battles. In Yugoslavia, for example, Josip Broz
(yaw-SEEP BRAWZ), known as Tito (1892–1980), led a
band of guerrillas against German occupation forces. By
1944, his partisan army numbered 250,000, including
100,000 women.

After the invasion of the Soviet Union in 1941, Com-
munists throughout Europe assumed leadership roles in
underground resistance movements. This sometimes led
to conflict with other local resistance groups who feared
the postwar consequences of Communist power. Charles
de Gaulle’s Free French movement, for example, thwarted
the attempt of French Communists to dominate the major
French resistance groups.

Women, too, joined resistance movements in large
numbers throughout Nazi-occupied Europe. Women served

as message carriers, planted bombs in Nazi headquarters,
assassinated Nazi officers, published and distributed anti-
German underground newspapers, spied on German mili-
tary movements and positions, and used shopping baskets
to carry weapons, medicines, and money to help their
causes. In Norway, women smuggled Jews into neutral
Sweden. In Greece, wives dressed their husbands as women
to save them when the Nazis sought to stop acts of sabo-
tage by vicious reprisals in which all the males of a village
were executed.

RESISTANCE IN GERMANY Germany had its resistance
movements, too, although the increased control of the SS
over everyday life made resistance both dangerous and
ineffectual. The White Rose movement involved an at-
tempt by a small group of students and one professor at
the University of Munich to distribute pamphlets de-
nouncing the Nazi regime as lawless, criminal, and god-
less. Its members were caught, arrested, and promptly
executed. Likewise, Communist resistance groups were
mostly crushed by the Gestapo (the secret police).

Only one plot against Hitler and the Nazi regime came
remotely close to success. It was the work primarily of a
group of military officers and conservative politicians
who were appalled at Hitler’s warmongering and sickened
by the wartime atrocities he had encouraged. One of their
number, Colonel Count Claus von Stauffenberg (KLOWSS
fun SHTOW-fen-berk) (1907–1944), believed that only
the elimination of Hitler would bring the overthrow of
the Nazi regime. On July 20, 1944, a bomb planted
by Stauffenberg in Hitler’s East Prussian headquarters
exploded, but it failed to kill the dictator. The plot was
then quickly uncovered and crushed. Five thousand peo-
ple were executed, and Hitler remained in control of
Germany.

The Holocaust
There was no more terrifying aspect of the Nazi New
Order than the deliberate attempt to exterminate the
Jewish people of Europe. Racial struggle was a key ele-
ment in Hitler’s ideology and meant to him a clearly
defined conflict of opposites: the Aryans, creators of
human cultural development, against the Jews, parasites
who were trying to destroy the Aryans. At a meeting of
the Nazi Party in 1922, Hitler proclaimed, ‘‘There can be
no compromise—there are only two possibilities: either
victory of the Aryan or annihilation of the Aryan and
the victory of the Jew.’’10 Although Hitler later toned
down his anti-Semitic message when his party sought
mass electoral victories, anti-Semitism was a recurring
theme in Nazism and resulted in a wave of legislative
acts against the Jews between 1933 and 1939 (see
Chapter 26).

EARLY NAZI POLICY By the beginning of 1939, Nazi
policy focused on promoting the ‘‘emigration’’ of German
Jews from Germany. At the same time, Hitler had given
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ominous warnings about the future of European
Jewry. When he addressed the German Reichstag on
January 30, 1939, he stated:

I have often been a prophet in life and was generally
laughed at. During my struggle for power, the Jews
primarily received with laughter my prophecies that I
would someday assume the leadership of the state and
thereby of the entire Volk and then, among many other
things, achieve a solution of the Jewish problem. . . .
Today I will be a prophet again: if international finance
Jewry within Europe and abroad should succeed once
more in plunging the peoples into a world war, then
the consequence will be not the Bolshevization of the
world and therewith a victory of Jewry, but on the
contrary, the destruction of the Jewish race in
Europe.11

At the time, emigration was still the favored policy.
Once the war began in September 1939, the so-called
Jewish problem took on new dimensions. For a while,
there was discussion of the Madagascar Plan, which
aspired to the mass shipment of Jews to the island of
Madagascar, off the eastern coast of Africa. When war
contingencies made this plan impracticable, an even
more drastic policy was conceived (see the Film &
History feature on p. 869).

THE SS AND THE EINSATZGRUPPEN Heinrich Himmler
and the SS organization closely shared Adolf Hitler’s
racial ideology. The SS was given responsibility for
what the Nazis called their Final Solution to the
Jewish problem—the annihilation of the Jewish peo-
ple. Reinhard Heydrich (RYN-hart HY-drikh) (1904–
1942), head of the SS’s Security Service, was given
administrative responsibility for the Final Solution.
After the defeat of Poland, Heydrich ordered the spe-
cial strike forces—Einsatzgruppen (YN-zahtz-groop-
un)—that he had created to round up all Polish Jews and
concentrate them in ghettos established in a number of
Polish cities.

In June 1941, the Einsatzgruppen were given new re-
sponsibilities as mobile killing units. These SS death
squads followed the regular army’s advance into the Soviet
Union. Their job was to round up Jews in their villages
and execute and bury them in mass graves, often giant
pits dug by the victims themselves before they were shot.
The leader of one of these death squads described the
mode of operation:

The unit selected for this task would enter a village or city
and order the prominent Jewish citizens to call together all
Jews for the purpose of resettlement. They were requested
to hand over their valuables to the leaders of the unit, and
shortly before the execution to surrender their outer
clothing. The men, women, and children were led to a place
of execution which in most cases was located next to a
more deeply excavated anti-tank ditch. Then they were
shot, kneeling or standing, and the corpses thrown into the
ditch.12

Such regular killing created morale problems among the SS
executioners. During a visit to Minsk in the Soviet Union,
SS leader Himmler tried to build morale by pointing out
that ‘‘he would not like it if Germans did such a thing
gladly. But their conscience was in no way impaired, for
they were soldiers who had to carry out every order un-
conditionally. He alone had responsibility before God and
Hitler for everything that was happening, . . . and he was
acting from a deep understanding of the necessity for this
operation.’’13

THE DEATH CAMPS Although it has been estimated
that as many as one million Jews were killed by the
Einsatzgruppen, this approach to solving the Jewish
problem was soon perceived as inadequate. Instead, the
Nazis opted for the systematic annihilation of the Eu-
ropean Jewish population in specially built death camps.
The plan was simple. Jews from countries occupied by
Germany (or sympathetic to Germany) would be rounded
up, packed like cattle into freight trains, and shipped to
Poland, where six extermination centers were built for

The Holocaust: Activities of the Einsatzgruppen. The activities of
the mobile killing units known as the Einsatzgruppen were the first
stage in the mass killings of the Holocaust. This picture shows the
execution of a Jew by a member of one of these SS killing squads.
Onlookers include members of the German army, the German Labor
Service, and even Hitler Youth. When it became apparent that this
method of killing was inefficient, it was replaced by the death camps.
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this purpose (see Map 27.4). The largest and most infa-
mous was Auschwitz-Birkenau (OWSH-vitz-BEER-kuh-
now). Technical assistance for the construction of the
camps was provided by experts from the T-4 program,
which had been responsible for the extermination of
80,000 alleged racially unfit mental and physical de-
fectives in Germany between 1938 and 1941. Based on
their experiences, medical technicians chose Zyklon B

(the commercial name for hydrogen cyanide) as the
most effective gas for quickly killing large numbers of
people in gas chambers designed to look like shower
rooms to facilitate the cooperation of the victims. After
gassing, the corpses would be burned in specially built
crematoria.

To inform party and state officials of the general pro-
cedures for the Final Solution, a conference was held at

FILM HISTORY

Europa, Europa (1990)
Directed by Agnieszka Holland, Europa, Europa (known as
Hitlerjunge Salomon [Hitler Youth Salomon] in Germany)
is a harrowing story of one Jewish boy’s escape from the
horrors of Nazi persecution. It is based on the memoirs of
Salomon Perel, a German Jew of Polish background who
survived by pretending to be a pure Aryan. The film
begins in 1938 during Kristallnacht when the family of
Solly (a nickname for Salomon Perel) is attacked in their
hometown of Peine, Germany. Solly’s sister is killed, and
the family moves back to Poland. When the Nazis invade
Poland, Solly (Marco Hofschneider) and his brother are
sent east, but the brothers become separated and Solly is
placed in a Soviet orphanage in Grodno in the eastern
part of Poland occupied by the Soviets.

For two years Solly becomes a dedicated Communist
youth, but when the Germans invade in 1941, he falls into
their hands and quickly assumes a new identity in order
to survive. He becomes Josef ‘‘Jupp’’ Peters, supposedly
the son of German parents from Latvia. Fluent in both
Russian and German, Solly/Jupp becomes a translator for
the German forces. After an unintended act of bravado,
he is rewarded by being sent to a Hitler Youth school
where he lives in fear of being exposed as a Jew because
of his circumcised penis. He manages to survive the down-
fall of Nazi Germany and at the end of the war makes his
way with his brother, who has also survived, to Palestine.
Throughout much of the movie, Solly/Jupp lives in con-
stant fear that his true identity as a Jew will be recognized,
but his luck, charm, and resourcefulness enable him to sur-
vive a series of extraordinary events.

Although there is no way of knowing if each detail of
this movie is historically accurate (and a few are absurdly
inaccurate, such as a bombing run by a plane that was not
developed until after the war), overall the story has the
ring of truth. The fanaticism of both the Soviet and the
Nazi officials who indoctrinate young people seems real.
The scene in the Hitler Youth school on how to identify a
Jew is realistic, even when it is made ironic by the instruc-
tor’s choice of Solly/Jupp to demonstrate the characteris-
tics of a true Aryan. The movie also realistically portrays
the fearful world in which Jews had to live under the
Nazis before the war and the horrible conditions of the
Jewish ghettos in Polish cities during the war. The film

shows how people had to fight for their survival in a
world of ideological madness, when Jews were killed sim-
ply for being Jews. The attitudes of the German soldiers
also seem real. Many are shown following orders and kill-
ing Jews based on the beliefs in which they have been in-
doctrinated. But the movie also portrays some German
soldiers whose humanity did not allow them to kill Jews.
One homosexual soldier discovers that Solly/Jupp is a Jew
when he tries—unsuccessfully—to have sex with him. The
soldier then becomes the boy’s protector until he himself
is killed in battle.

Many movies have been made about the horrible expe-
riences of Jews during World War II, but this one is quite
different from most of them. It might never have been
made except for the fact that Salomon Perel, who was
told by his brother not to tell his story because no one
would believe it, was inspired to write his memoirs after a
1985 reunion with his former Hitler Youth group leader.
This passionate and intelligent film is ultimately a result of
that encounter.

Salomon Perel/Josef Peters (Marco Hofschneider) as a Hitler
Youth member.
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Wannsee (VAHN-zay), outside Berlin, on January 20, 1942.
Reinhard Heydrich outlined the steps that would now be

taken to ‘‘solve the Jewish question.’’ He
explained how ‘‘in the course of the prac-
tical implementation of the final solution
Europe is to be combed through from west
to east’’ for Jews, who would then be
brought ‘‘group by group, into so-called
transit ghettos, to be transported from

there farther to the east.’’ The conference then worked out
all of the bureaucratic details so that party and state offi-
cials would cooperate fully in the final elimination of the
Jews.

By the spring of 1942, the death camps were in
operation. Although initial priority was given to the

elimination of the ghettos in Po-
land, by the summer of 1942, Jews
were also being shipped from
France, Belgium, and the Nether-
lands. In 1943, there were ship-
ments of Jews from the capital
cities of Berlin, Vienna, and Prague
and from Greece, southern France,
Italy, and Denmark. Even as the
Allies were making important
advances in 1944, Jews were be-
ing shipped from Greece and
Hungary. These shipments de-
pended on the cooperation of
Germany’s Transport Ministry, and
despite desperate military needs,
the Final Solution had priority in
using railroad cars for the transpor-
tation of Jews to the death camps.
Even the military argument that
Jews could be used to produce ar-
maments was overridden by the de-
mands of extermination.

A harrowing experience awaited
the Jews when they arrived at one
of the six death camps. Rudolf H€oss
(HESS), commandant at Auschwitz-
Birkenau, described it:

We had two SS doctors on duty
at Auschwitz to examine the in-
coming transports of prisoners.
The prisoners would be marched
by one of the doctors who would
make spot decisions as they
walked by. Those who were fit for
work were sent into the camp.
Others were sent immediately to
the extermination plants. Children
of tender years were invariably
exterminated since by reason of
their youth they were unable to
work. . . . At Auschwitz we en-
deavored to fool the victims into
thinking that they were to go

through a delousing process. Of course, frequently they re-
alized our true intentions and we sometimes had riots and
difficulties due to that fact.14

About 30 percent of the arrivals at Auschwitz were
sent to a labor camp; the remainder went to the gas
chambers (see the box on p. 872). After they had been
gassed, the bodies were burned in the crematoria. The
victims’ goods and even their bodies were used for
economic gain. Female hair was cut off, collected, and
turned into mattresses or cloth. Some inmates were also
subjected to cruel and painful ‘‘medical’’ experiments.
The Germans killed between 5 and 6 million Jews, more
than 3 million of them in the death camps. Virtually 90
percent of the Jewish populations of Poland, the Baltic
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MAP 27.4 The Holocaust. Hitler used the fiction of the Aryan race, to which Germans
supposedly belonged, to help radicalize the German people and justify his hatred of Jews.
Hitler’s ‘‘Final Solution’’ to the ‘‘Jewish problem’’ was the mass execution of Europe’s Jews in
death camps.

Q Which region lost the largest number of Jews in the camps, and what helps
explain this?

Wannsee
Conference,
‘‘The Final

Solution’’ (1942)
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countries, and Germany were exterminated. Overall, the
Holocaust was responsible for the death of nearly two out
of every three European Jews.

THE OTHER HOLOCAUST The Nazis were also respon-
sible for the deliberate death by shooting, starvation, or
overwork of at least another 9 to 10 million people. Be-
cause the Nazis also considered the Gypsies of Europe
(like the Jews) a race containing alien blood, they were
systematically rounded up for extermination. About 40
percent of Europe’s one million Gypsies were killed in the
death camps. The leading elements of the ‘‘subhuman’’
Slavic peoples—the clergy, intelligentsia, civil leaders,
judges, and lawyers—were arrested and deliberately killed.
Probably, an additional 4 million Poles, Ukrainians, and
Belorussians lost their lives as slave laborers for Nazi
Germany, and at least 3 to 4 million Soviet prisoners of
war were killed in captivity. The Nazis also singled out
homosexuals for persecution, and thousands lost their
lives in concentration camps.

The New Order in Asia
Once Japan’s takeover was completed, Japanese war
policy in the occupied areas in Asia became essentially

defensive, as Japan hoped to use its new possessions to
meet its needs for raw materials, such as tin, oil, and
rubber, as well as to serve as an outlet for Japanese
manufactured goods. To provide a structure for the ar-
rangement, Japanese leaders set up the Great East Asia
Co-Prosperity Sphere as a self-sufficient community de-
signed to provide mutual benefits to the occupied areas
and the home country.

The Japanese conquest of Southeast Asia had been
accomplished under the slogan ‘‘Asia for the Asians.’’
Japanese officials in occupied territories quickly promised
that independent government would be established under
Japanese tutelage. Such governments were eventually
established in Burma, the Dutch East Indies, Vietnam, and
the Philippines.

In fact, however, real power rested with Japanese
military authorities in each territory, and the local
Japanese military command was directly subordinated
to the army general staff in Tokyo. The economic re-
sources of the colonies were exploited for the benefit of
the Japanese war machine, while natives were recruited
to serve in local military units or were conscripted to
work on public works projects. In some cases, the people
living in the occupied areas were subjected to severe
hardships.

The Holocaust: The Extermination Camp at Auschwitz. After his initial successes in the east,
Hitler set in motion the machinery for the physical annihilation of Europe’s Jews. Shown here is a
group of Hungarian Jews arriving at Auschwitz. Hungarian Jews were not rounded up and
shipped to the death camps until 1944, at the time when the Allies were making significant
advances in the war. In fact, between May 2 and July 9, 1944, more than 430,000 Hungarian Jews
were deported to Auschwitz.
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Like German soldiers in occupied Europe, Japanese
military forces often had little respect for the lives of their
subject peoples. In their conquest of Nanjing, China, in
1937, Japanese soldiers had spent several days killing,
raping, and looting. Almost 800,000 Koreans were sent
overseas, most of them as forced laborers, to Japan. Tens
of thousands of Korean women were forced to serve as
‘‘comfort women’’ (prostitutes) for Japanese troops. In
construction projects to help their war effort, the Japanese
also made extensive use of labor forces composed of both
prisoners of war and local peoples. In building the Burma-
Thailand railway in 1943, for example, the Japanese used
61,000 Australian, British, and Dutch prisoners of war and
almost 300,000 workers from Burma, Malaya, Thailand,
and the Dutch East Indies. By the time the railway was
completed, 12,000 Allied prisoners of war and 90,000 na-
tive workers had died from the inadequate diet and ap-
palling working conditions in an unhealthy climate.

The Home Front

Q FOCUS QUESTION: What were conditions like on
the home front for Japan and the major Western
nations involved in World War II?

World War II was even more of a total war than World
War I. Fighting was much more widespread and covered
most of the globe. Economic mobilization was more ex-
tensive; so too was the mobilization of women. The
number of civilians killed was far higher; almost 20 mil-
lion died as a result of bombing raids, mass extermination
policies, and attacks by invading armies.

The Mobilization of Peoples
The home fronts of the major belligerents varied consid-
erably, based on national circumstances.

The Holocaust: The Camp Commandant and the Camp Victims

The systematic annihilation of millions of men, women,
and children in extermination camps makes the Holocaust
one of the most horrifying events in history. The first doc-
ument is taken from an account by Rudolf H€oss, comman-
dant of the extermination camp at Auschwitz-Birkenau. In
the second document, a French doctor explains what hap-
pened to the victims at one of the crematoria described
by H€oss.

Commandant H€oss Describes
the Equipment

The two large crematoria, Nos. I and II, were built dur-
ing the winter of 1942–43. . . . They each . . . could cre-
mate c. 2,000 corpses within twenty-four hours. . . .
Crematoria I and II both had underground undressing
and gassing rooms which could be completely ventilated.
The corpses were brought up to the ovens on the floor
above by lift. The gas chambers could hold c. 3,000
people.

The firm of Topf had calculated that the two smaller
crematoria, III and IV, would each be able to cremate
1,500 corpses within twenty-four hours. However, owing
to the wartime shortage of materials, the builders were
obliged to economize and so the undressing rooms and
gassing rooms were built above ground and the ovens
were of a less solid construction. But it soon became ap-
parent that the flimsy construction of these two four-
retort ovens was not up to the demands made on it.
No. III ceased operating altogether after a short time
and later was no longer used. No. IV had to be repeat-
edly shut down since after a short period in operation
of 4–6 weeks, the ovens and chimneys had burnt out.

The victims of the gassing were mainly burnt in pits
behind crematorium IV.

The largest number of people gassed and cremated
within twenty-four hours was somewhat over 9,000.

A French Doctor Describes the Victims

It is mid-day, when a long line of women, children,
and old people enter the yard. The senior official in
charge . . . climbs on a bench to tell them that they are
going to have a bath and that afterward they will get a
drink of hot coffee. They all undress in the yard. . . . The
doors are opened and an indescribable jostling begins.
The first people to enter the gas chamber begin to draw
back. They sense the death which awaits them. The SS
men put an end to this pushing and shoving with blows
from their rifle butts beating the heads of the horrified
women who are desperately hugging their children. The
massive oak double doors are shut. For two endless
minutes one can hear banging on the walls and screams
which are no longer human. And then—not a sound. Five
minutes later the doors are opened. The corpses, squashed
together and distorted, fall out like a waterfall. . . . The
bodies which are still warm pass through the hands of the
hairdresser who cuts their hair and the dentist who pulls
out their gold teeth. . . . One more transport has just
been processed through No. IV crematorium.

Q What equipment does H€oss describe? What
process does the French doctor describe? It there
any sympathy for the victims in either account?
Why or why not? How could such a horrifying
process have been allowed to occur?
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GREAT BRITAIN The British mobilized their resources
more thoroughly than their allies or even Germany. By the
summer of 1944, fully 55 percent of the British people
were in the armed forces or civilian ‘‘war work.’’ The
British were especially determined to make use of women.
Most women under forty years of age were called on to do
war work of some kind. By 1944, women held almost 50
percent of the civil service positions, and the number of
women in agriculture doubled as ‘‘land girls’’ performed
agricultural labor usually undertaken by men.

The government encouraged the ‘‘Dig for Victory’’ cam-
paign to increase food production. Fields normally reserved
for athletic events were turned over to citizens to plant
gardens in ‘‘Grow Your Own Food’’ campaigns. Even with
1.4 million new gardens in 1943, Britain still faced a
shortage of food as German submarines continued to sink
hundreds of British merchant vessels. Food rationing, with
its weekly allotments of bacon, sugar, fats, and eggs, in-
tensified during the war as the British became accustomed
to a diet dominated by bread and potatoes. For many
British people, hours after work were spent in such wartime
activities as ‘‘Dig for Victory,’’ the Civil Defence, or the
Home Guard. The Home Guard had been founded in 1940
to fight off German invaders. Even elderly people were
expected to help manufacture airplane parts in their homes.

During the war, the British placed much emphasis on a
planned economy. In 1942, the government created a
ministry for fuel and power to control the coal industry
and a ministry for production to oversee supplies for the
armed forces. Although controls and bureaucratic ‘‘red
tape’’ became unpopular, especially with businesspeople,
most British citizens seemed to accept that total war re-
quired unusual governmental interference in people’s lives.
The British did make substantial gains in manufacturing

war mat�eriel. Tank production quadrupled between 1940
and 1942, and the production of aircraft grew from 8,000
in 1939 to 26,000 in 1943 and 1944.

THE SOVIET UNION World War II had an enormous
impact on the Soviet Union. Known to the Soviets as the
Great Patriotic War, the German-Soviet war witnessed the
greatest land battles in history as well as incredible
ruthlessness. To Nazi Germany, it was a war of oppression
and annihilation that called for merciless measures.
Two out of every five persons killed in World War II were
Soviet citizens.

The shift to a war footing necessitated only limited
administrative changes in the Soviet Union. As the central
authority, the dictator Joseph Stalin simply created a
system of ‘‘supercentralization,’’ by which he directed
military and political affairs. All civil and military organi-
zations were subjected to the control of the Communist
Party and the Soviet police.

The initial defeats of the Soviet Union led to drastic
emergency mobilization measures that affected the civil-
ian population. Leningrad, for example, experienced nine
hundred days of siege, during which its inhabitants be-
came so desperate for food that they ate dogs, cats, and
mice. As the German army made its rapid advance into
Soviet territory, the factories in the western part of
the Soviet Union were dismantled and shipped to the
interior—to the Urals, western Siberia, and the Volga re-
gion. Machines were placed on the bare ground, and walls
went up around them as workers began their work. The
Kharkov Tank Factory produced its first twenty-five T-34
tanks only ten weeks after the plant had been rebuilt.

This widespread military, industrial, and economic
mobilization created yet another industrial revolution for

Women in the
Factories. Although
only the Soviet Union
used women in combat
positions, the number
of women working in
industry increased
dramatically in most
belligerent countries.
British women are
shown here in a British
munitions factory during
World War II, probably
in 1943.
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the Soviet Union. Stalin labeled it a ‘‘battle of machines,’’
and the Soviets won, producing 78,000 tanks and 98,000
artillery pieces. Fifty-five percent of Soviet national in-
come went for war mat�eriel, compared to 15 percent in
1940. As a result of the emphasis on military goods, Soviet
citizens experienced incredible shortages of both food and
housing. Civilian food consumption fell by 40 percent
during the war; in the Volga area, the Urals, and Siberia,
workers lived in dugouts or dilapidated barracks.

Soviet women played a major role in the war effort.
Women and girls worked in factories, mines, and rail-
roads. Women constituted between 26 and 35 percent of
the laborers in mines and 48 percent in the oil industry.
Overall, the number of women working in industry in-
creased almost 60 percent. Soviet women were also ex-
pected to dig antitank ditches and work as air-raid
wardens. In addition, the Soviet Union was the only
country in World War II to use women as combatants.
Soviet women served as snipers and also as aircrews in
bomber squadrons. The female pilots who helped defeat
the Germans at Stalingrad were known as the ‘‘Night
Witches.’’

Soviet peasants were asked to bear enormous burdens.
Not only did the peasants furnish 60 percent of the mili-
tary forces, but at the same time, they were expected to
feed the Red Army and the Soviet people under very trying
conditions. The German occupation in the early months of
the war resulted in the loss of 47 percent of the country’s
grain-producing regions. Although new land was opened in
the Urals, Siberia, and Soviet Asia, a shortage of labor and
equipment hindered the effort to expand agricultural
production. Because farm tractors and trucks were requi-
sitioned to carry guns for the military, women and children
were literally harnessed to do the plowing, and everywhere
peasants worked long hours on collective farms for no pay.
In 1943, the Soviet harvest was only 60 percent of its 1940
figure, a shortfall that meant extreme hardship for many
people.

Total mobilization produced victory for the Soviet
Union. Stalin and the Communist Party had quickly re-
alized after the start of the German invasion that the
Soviet people would not fight for Communist ideology but
would do battle to preserve ‘‘Mother Russia.’’ Government
propaganda played on patriotic feelings. In a speech on
the anniversary of the Bolshevik Revolution in November
1941, Stalin rallied the Soviet people by speaking of the
country’s past heroes, including the famous tsars of im-
perial Russia.

THE UNITED STATES The home front in the United
States was quite different from those of its two chief
wartime allies, largely because the United States faced no
threat of war in its own territory. Although the economy
and labor force were slow to mobilize, eventually the
United States became the arsenal of the Allied powers,
producing the military equipment they needed. The mo-
bilization of the United States also had a great impact on
American social and economic developments.

The immediate impact of mobilization was a dramatic
expansion of the American economy, which ultimately
brought an end to the Great Depression. Old factories
were converted from peacetime goods to war goods, and
many new factories were built. Massive amounts of gov-
ernment money also financed new industries, such as
chemicals and electronics. A new government Office of
Scientific Research and Development provided funds for
contracts with universities and scientists to create such
new products as rocket engines. The Manhattan Project
for the development of an atomic bomb, which employed
130,000 people and cost $2 billion, involved the cooper-
ation of scientists, defense contractors, and the federal
government.

American industry supplied not only the U.S. armed
forces but also the other Allies with the huge quantities of
tanks, trucks, jeeps, and airplanes needed to win the war.
During the war years, gross national product (GNP) rose
by 15 percent a year. During the high point of war pro-
duction in the United States in November 1943, the na-
tion was constructing six ships a day and $6 billion worth
of other military equipment a month. The production of
airplanes increased from 6,000 in 1939 to more than
96,000 in 1944.

Industrial mobilization led to an increased government
role in the economy. The federal bureaucracy grew dra-
matically with the establishment of a War Production
Board, which allocated resources and managed produc-
tion; a War Labor Board, which settled labor disputes; and
an Office of Price Administration, which controlled prices
and rationed scarce goods, such as gasoline, rubber, and
meat.

The mobilization of the American economy also caused
social problems. The construction of new factories created
boomtowns where thousands came to work but then faced
a shortage of houses, health facilities, and schools. The
dramatic expansion of small towns into large cities often
brought a breakdown in traditional social mores, especially
evident in the increase in teenage prostitution. Economic
mobilization also led to a widespread movement of people,
which in turn created new social tensions. Sixteen million
men and women were enrolled in the military, and another
16 million, mostly wives and sweethearts of the service-
men or workers looking for jobs, also relocated. More than
one million African Americans migrated from the rural
South to the industrial cities of the North and West,
looking for jobs in industry. The presence of African
Americans in areas where they had not lived before led to
racial tensions and sometimes even racial riots. In Detroit
in June 1943, white mobs roamed the streets attacking
African Americans. Many of the one million African
Americans who enlisted in the military, only to be segre-
gated in their own battle units, were angered by the way
they were treated. Some became militant and prepared to
fight for their civil rights.

Japanese Americans were treated even more shabbily.
On the West Coast, 110,000 Japanese Americans, 65
percent of whom had been born in the United States, were
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removed to camps encircled by barbed wire and required
to take loyalty oaths. Although public officials claimed
that this policy was necessary for security reasons, no
similar treatment of German Americans or Italian Amer-
icans ever took place. The racism inherent in this treat-
ment of Japanese Americans was evident when the
California governor, Culbert Olson, said, ‘‘You know, when
I look out at a group of Americans of German or Italian
descent, I can tell whether they’re loyal or not. I can tell
how they think and even perhaps what they are thinking.
But it is impossible for me to do this with inscrutable
orientals, and particularly the Japanese.’’15

GERMANY In August 1914, Germans had enthusiasti-
cally cheered their soldiers marching off to war. In Sep-
tember 1939, the streets were quiet. Many Germans were
apathetic or, even worse for the Nazi regime, had a fore-
boding of disaster. Hitler was very aware of the impor-
tance of the home front. He believed that the collapse of
the home front in World War I had caused Germany’s
defeat, and in his determination to avoid a repetition of
that experience, he adopted economic policies that may
indeed have cost Germany the war.

To maintain the morale of the home front during the
first two years of the war, Hitler refused to convert pro-
duction from consumer goods to armaments. Blitzkrieg
allowed the Germans to win quick victories, after which
they could plunder the food and raw materials of con-
quered countries in order to avoid diverting resources
away from the civilian economy. After the German defeats
on the Soviet front and the American entry into the war,
the economic situation changed. Early in 1942, Hitler fi-
nally ordered a massive increase in armaments production
and the size of the army. Hitler’s personal architect, Albert
Speer (SHPAYR), was made minister for armaments and
munitions in 1942. By eliminating waste and rationalizing
procedures, Speer was able to triple the production of
armaments between 1942 and 1943 despite the intense
Allied air raids. Speer’s urgent plea for a total mobilization
of resources for the war effort went unheeded, however.
Hitler, fearful of civilian morale problems that would
undermine the home front, refused any dramatic cuts in
the production of consumer goods. A total mobilization of
the economy was not implemented until 1944, when
schools, theaters, and caf�es were closed and Speer was
finally permitted to use all remaining resources for the
production of a few basic military items. By that time, it
was in vain. Total war mobilization was too little and too
late in July 1944 to save Germany from defeat.

The war produced a reversal in Nazi attitudes toward
women. Nazi resistance to female employment declined as
the war progressed and more and more men were called
up for military service. Nazi magazines now proclaimed,
‘‘We see the woman as the eternal mother of our people,
but also as the working and fighting comrade of the
man.’’16 But the number of women working in industry,
agriculture, commerce, and domestic service increased
only slightly. The total number of employed women in

September 1944 was 14.9 million, compared to 14.6 in
May 1939. Many women, especially those of the middle
class, resisted regular employment, particularly in facto-
ries. Even the introduction of labor conscription for
women in January 1943 failed to achieve much as women
found ingenious ways to avoid the regulations.

JAPAN Wartime Japan was a highly mobilized society.
To guarantee its control over all national resources, the
government set up a planning board to control prices,
wages, the utilization of labor, and the allocation of re-
sources. Traditional habits of obedience and hierarchy,
buttressed by the concept of imperial divinity, were em-
phasized to encourage citizens to sacrifice their resources,
and sometimes their lives, for the national cause. Espe-
cially important was the code of bushido (BOO-shee-doh),
or the way of the warrior, the old code of morality of the
samurai, who had played a prominent military role in
medieval and early modern Japanese history. The code of
bushido was revived during the nationalistic fervor of the
1930s. Based on an ideal of loyalty and service, the code
emphasized the obligation to honor and defend emperor,
country, and family and to sacrifice one’s life if one failed
in this sacred mission. The system culminated in the final
years of the war when young Japanese were encouraged to
volunteer en masse to serve as pilots in suicide missions—
known as kamikaze (kah-mi-KAH-zay) (‘‘divine wind’’)—
against U.S. warships.

Women’s rights, too, were to be sacrificed to the
greater national cause. Already by 1937, Japanese women
were being exhorted to fulfill their patriotic duty by
bearing more children and by espousing the slogans of the
Greater Japanese Women’s Association. Nevertheless,
Japan was extremely reluctant to mobilize women on
behalf of the war effort. General Hideki Tojo (hee-DEK-ee
TOH-joh), prime minister from 1941 to 1944, opposed
female employment, arguing that ‘‘the weakening of the
family system would be the weakening of the nation. . . .
We are able to do our duties only because we have wives
and mothers at home.’’17 Female employment increased
during the war, but only in areas where women tradi-
tionally had worked, such as the textile industry and
farming. Instead of using women to meet labor shortages,
the Japanese government brought in Korean and Chinese
laborers.

Front-Line Civilians: The Bombing
of Cities
Bombing was used in World War II in a variety of ways:
against nonhuman military targets, against enemy troops,
and against civilian populations. The use of bombs made
World War II as devastating for civilians as for front-line
soldiers (see the box on p. 876). A small number of
bombing raids in the last year of World War I had given rise
to the argument, first expressed by the Italian general Giulio
Douhet (JOOL-yoh doo-AY) and then widely accepted,
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that the public outcry generated by the bombing of civil-
ian populations would be an effective way to coerce gov-
ernments into making peace. Consequently, European air
forces began to develop long-range bombers in the 1930s.

LUFTWAFFE ATTACKS The first sustained use of civilian
bombing contradicted Douhet’s theory. Beginning in early
September 1940, the German Luftwaffe subjected London
and many other British cities and towns to nightly air
raids, making the Blitz (as the British called the German
air raids) a national experience. Londoners took the first
heavy blows and set the standard for the rest of the British
population by refusing to panic. One British woman ex-
pressed well what many others apparently felt:

It was a beautiful summer night, so warm it was incredible,
and made more beautiful than ever by the red glow from the
East, where the docks were burning. We stood and stared for
a minute, and I tried to fix the scene in my mind, because one
day this will be history, and I shall be one of those who
actually saw it. I wasn’t frightened any more.18

But London morale was helped by the fact that German
raids were widely scattered over a very large city. Smaller

communities were more directly affected by the devasta-
tion. On November 14, 1940, for example, the Luftwaffe
destroyed hundreds of shops and 100 acres of the city
center of Coventry. The destruction of smaller cities did
produce morale problems as wild rumors of heavy casu-
alties spread quickly in these communities. Nevertheless,
morale was soon restored. In any case, war production in
these areas seems to have been little affected by the raids.

THE BOMBING OF GERMANY The British failed to learn
from their own experience, however, and soon proceeded
to bomb German cities. Churchill and his advisers believed
that destroying German communities would break civilian
morale and bring victory. Major bombing raids began in
1942 under the direction of Arthur Harris, the wartime
leader of the British air force’s Bomber Command, which
was rearmed with four-engine heavy bombers capable of
taking the war into the center of occupied Europe. On
May 31, 1942, Cologne became the first German city to be
subjected to an attack by one thousand bombers.

With the entry of the Americans into the war, the
bombing strategy changed. American planes flew daytime
missions aimed at the precision bombing of transportation

The Bombing of Civilians

The home front became a battle front when civilian
populations became the targets of mass bombing raids.
Many people believed that mass bombing could effec-
tively weaken the morale of the civilian population and
shorten the war. Rarely did it achieve its goal. In these
selections, British, German, and Japanese civilians relate
their experiences during bombing raids.

London, 1940

Early last evening, the noise was terrible. My husband
and Mr. P. were trying to play chess in the kitchen.
I was playing draughts with Kenneth in the cupboard. . . .
Presently I heard a stifled voice ‘‘Mummy! I don’t know
what’s become of my glasses.’’ ‘‘I should think they are
tied up in my wool.’’ My knitting had disappeared and
wool seemed to be everywhere! We heard a whistle, a
bang which shook the house, and an explosion. . . . Well,
we straightened out, decided draughts and chess were
no use under the circumstances, and waited for a lull so
we could have a pot of tea.

Hamburg, 1943

As the many fires broke through the roofs of the burn-
ing buildings, a column of heated air rose more than
two and a half miles high and one and a half miles in
diameter. . . . This column was turbulent, and it was fed
from its base by in-rushing cooler ground-surface air.
One and one half miles from the fires this draught

increased the wind velocity from eleven to thirty-three
miles per hour. At the edge of the area the velocities
must have been appreciably greater, as trees three feet
in diameter were uprooted. In a short time the tempera-
ture reached ignition point for all combustibles, and the
entire area was ablaze. In such fires complete burn-out
occurred; that is, no trace of combustible material
remained, and only after two days were the areas cool
enough to approach.

Hiroshima, August 6, 1945

I heard the airplane; I looked up at the sky, it was a
sunny day, the sky was blue. . . . Then I saw some-
thing drop—and pow!—a big explosion knocked me
down. Then I was unconscious—I don’t know for how
long. Then I was conscious but I couldn’t see anything. . . .
Then I see people moving away and I just follow them.
It is not light like it was before, it is more like evening.
I look around; houses are all flat! . . . I follow the people
to the river. I couldn’t hear anything, my ears are
blocked up. I am thinking a bomb has dropped! . . .
I didn’t know my hands were burned, nor my face. . . .
My eyes were swollen and felt closed up.

Q What common elements do you find in these
three different descriptions of bombing raids?
What effect did aerial bombing have on the nature
of modern warfare?
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facilities and war industries, while the British Bomber
Command continued nighttime saturation bombing of all
German cities with populations over 100,000. Bombing
raids added an element of terror to circumstances already
made difficult by growing shortages of food, clothing, and
fuel. Germans especially feared the incendiary bombs,
which created firestorms that swept destructive paths
through the cities. Four raids on Hamburg in August 1943
produced temperatures of 1,800 degrees Fahrenheit, oblit-
erated half the city’s buildings, and killed thousands of
civilians. The ferocious bombing of Dresden from February
13 to 15, 1945, created a firestorm that may have killed as
many as 35,000 inhabitants and refugees (see Images of
Everyday Life on p. 878). Even some Allied leaders began
to criticize what they saw as the unnecessary terror
bombing of German cities. Urban dwellers became accus-
tomed to living in air-raid shelters, usually cellars in
businesses or houses. Occupants of shelters could be
crushed to death, however, if the shelters were hit directly
or die by suffocation from the effects of high-explosive
bombs. Not until 1943 did Nazi leaders begin to evacuate
women and children to rural areas. But evacuation created
its own problems since people in country villages were
often hostile to the urban newcomers.

Germany suffered enormously from the Allied bombing
raids. Millions of buildings were destroyed, and possibly
half a million civilians died in the raids. Nevertheless, it is
highly unlikely that Allied bombing sapped the morale of
the German people. Instead, Germans, whether pro-Nazi
or anti-Nazi, fought on stubbornly, often driven simply by
a desire to live. Nor did the bombing destroy Germany’s
industrial capacity. The Allied Strategic Bombing survey
revealed that the production of war mat�eriel actually in-
creased between 1942 and 1944. Even in 1944 and 1945,
Allied raids cut German production of armaments by only
7 percent. Nevertheless, the widespread destruction of
transportation systems and fuel supplies made it ex-
tremely difficult for the new mat�eriel to reach the German
military. Because of strong German air defenses, air raids
were also costly for the Allies. Nearly 40,000 Allied planes
were destroyed, and 160,000 airmen lost their lives.

The destruction of German cities from the air did ac-
complish one major goal. There would be no stab-in-the-
back myth after World War II as there had been after
World War I. The loss of the war could not be blamed on
the collapse of the home front. Many Germans understood
that the home front had been a battlefront, and they had
fought on their front just as the soldiers had on theirs.

THE BOMBING OF JAPAN: THE ATOMIC BOMB The
bombing of civilians eventually reached a new level with
the dropping of the first atomic bomb on Japan. Fearful of
German attempts to create a superbomb through the use
of uranium, the American government pursued a dual
strategy. While sabotaging German efforts, the United
States and Britain recruited scientists, including many who
had fled from Germany, to develop an atomic bomb.
Working under the direction of J. Robert Oppenheimer at

a secret laboratory in Los Alamos, New Mexico, Allied
scientists built and tested the first atomic bomb by the
summer of 1945. A new era in warfare was about to begin.

Japan was especially vulnerable to air raids because its
air force had been virtually destroyed in the course of the
war, and its crowded cities were built of flimsy materials.
Attacks on Japanese cities by the new American B-29
Superfortresses, the biggest bombers of the war, had be-
gun on November 24, 1944. By the summer of 1945,
many of Japan’s factories had been destroyed, along with
one-fourth of its dwellings. After the Japanese govern-
ment decreed the mobilization of all people between the
ages of thirteen and sixty into a ‘‘people’s volunteer
corps,’’ President Truman and his advisers feared that
Japanese fanaticism might mean heavy American casual-
ties. This concern led them to drop the atomic bomb on
Hiroshima (August 6) and Nagasaki (August 9). The de-
struction was incredible. Of 76,000 buildings near the
hypocenter of the explosion in Hiroshima, 70,000 were
flattened; 140,000 of the city’s 400,000 inhabitants died
by the end of 1945. By the end of 1950, another 50,000
had perished from the effects of radiation.

Aftermath of the War

Q FOCUS QUESTIONS: What were the costs of World
War II? How did the Allies’ visions of postwar
Europe differ, and how did these differences
contribute to the emergence of the Cold War?

World War II was the most destructive war in history.
Much had been at stake. Nazi Germany followed a world-
view based on racial extermination and the enslavement of
millions in order to create an Aryan racial empire. The
Japanese, fueled by extreme nationalist ideals, also pur-
sued dreams of empire in Asia that led to mass murder
and untold devastation. Fighting the Axis powers in World
War II required the mobilization of millions of ordinary
men and women in the Allied countries who rose to the
occasion and struggled to preserve a different way of life.
As Winston Churchill once put it, ‘‘War is horrible, but
slavery is worse.’’

The Costs of World War II
The costs of World War II were enormous. At least
21 million soldiers died. Civilian deaths were even greater
and are now estimated at around 40 million, of whom
more than 28 million were Russian and Chinese. The Soviet
Union experienced the greatest losses: 10 million soldiers
and 19 million civilians. In 1945, millions of people around
the world faced starvation; in Europe, 100 million people
depended on food relief of some kind.

Millions of people had also been uprooted by the war and
became ‘‘displaced persons.’’ Europe alone may have had
30 million displaced persons, many of whom found it hard
to return home. After the war, millions of Germans were
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IMAGES OF EVERYDAY LIFE

The Impact of Total War

World War II was a total war for civilians as political
leaders came to see the bombing of civilians as a legiti-
mate way to attempt to demoralize the population and
end the war. The results of this policy are evident in
these three scenes of life between 1941 and 1945. In
the first photograph (top left), a group of refugees walk
past a bombed tenement building, where 800 people
died and 800 more were injured during a German

bombing raid in March 1941 on Clydebank near Glasgow
in Scotland. Only 7 of the city’s 12,000 houses were left
undamaged; 35,000 of the 47,000 inhabitants became
homeless overnight. The raid on Clydebank was Scot-
land’s only severe bombing experience. The city was
attacked because of its proximity to nearby shipyards
that were refitting ships to serve in the war. The second
photograph (bottom left) shows the devastation in Dres-

den, Germany, as a result of British and Amer-
ican bombing raids on February 13 and 14,
1945. An area of 2.5 square miles in the city
was destroyed, and as many as 35,000 people
died. The most devastating destruction of
civilians came near the end of World War II
when the United States dropped atomic
bombs on the Japanese cities of Hiroshima
and Nagasaki. The panoramic view of Hiro-
shima after the bombing in the third photo-
graph shows the incredible devastation produced
by the atomic bomb.
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expelled from the Sudetenland in Czechoslovakia, and mil-
lions more were ejected from former eastern German ter-
ritories that were turned over to Poland, all of which seemed
reasonable to people who had suffered so much at the hands
of the Germans. In Asia, millions of Japanese were returned
from the former Japanese empire to Japan, while thousands
of Korean forced laborers returned to Korea.

Everywhere cities lay in ruins. In Europe, physical
devastation was especially bad in eastern and southeast-
ern Europe as well as in the cities of western and central
Europe. In Asia, China had experienced extensive devas-
tation from eight years of conflict. So too had the Phil-
ippines, while large parts of the major cities in Japan had
been destroyed in air raids. At the same time, millions of
tons of shipping were now underneath the seas; factories,
farms, transportation systems, bridges, and dams were in
ruins. The total monetary cost of the war has been esti-
mated at $4 trillion. The economies of most belligerents,
with the exception of the United States, were left drained
and on the brink of disaster.

The Allied War Conferences
The total victory of the Allies in World War II was suc-
ceeded not by true peace but by a new conflict known as
the Cold War that dominated European and world poli-
tics for more than forty years. The Cold War stemmed
from military, political, and ideological differences, espe-
cially between the Soviet Union and the United States,
that became apparent at the Allied war conferences held
in the last years of the war. Although Allied leaders were
mostly preoccupied with how to end the war, they also
were strongly motivated by differing and often conflicting
visions of postwar Europe.

THE CONFERENCE AT TEHRAN Stalin, Roosevelt, and
Churchill, the leaders of the Big Three of the Grand Alli-

ance, met at Tehran (the capital of Iran)
in November 1943 to decide the future
course of the war. Their major tactical de-
cision concerned the final assault on Ger-
many, and after much debate, they decided
on an American-British invasion of the

Continent through France, which they scheduled for the
spring of 1944. The acceptance of this plan had important
consequences. It meant that Soviet and British-American
forces would meet in defeated Germany along a north-
south dividing line and that, most likely, eastern Europe
would be liberated by Soviet forces. The Allies also agreed
to a partition of postwar Germany, but differences over
questions like the frontiers of Poland were carefully set
aside. Roosevelt was pleased with the accord with Stalin.
Harry Hopkins, one of Roosevelt’s advisers at the confer-
ence, remarked:

We really believed in our hearts that this was the dawn of the
new day. . . . We were absolutely certain that we had won the

first great victory of the peace—and by ‘‘we,’’ I mean all of us,
the whole civilized human race. The Russians had proved that
they could be reasonable and far-seeing and there wasn’t any
doubt in the minds of the President or any of us that we
could live with them and get along with them peacefully for
as far into the future as any of us could imagine.19

THE YALTA CONFERENCE By the time of the conference
at Yalta in Ukraine in February 1945, the defeat of Ger-
many was a foregone conclusion. The West-
ern powers, which had earlier believed that
the Soviets were in a weak position, were
now faced with the reality of 11 million
Red Army soldiers taking possession of
eastern and much of central Europe. Stalin
was still operating under the notion of spheres of influence.
He was deeply suspicious of the Western powers and de-
sired a buffer to protect the Soviet Union from possible
future Western aggression. At the same time, however,
Stalin was eager to obtain economically important re-
sources and strategic military positions. Roosevelt by this
time was moving away from the notion of spheres of in-
fluence to the ideal of self-determination. He called for ‘‘the
end of the system of unilateral action, exclusive alliances,
and spheres of influence.’’ The Grand Alliance approved the
‘‘Declaration on Liberated Europe.’’ This was a pledge to
assist liberated European nations in the creation of ‘‘dem-
ocratic institutions of their own choice.’’ Liberated coun-
tries were to hold free elections to determine their political
systems.

At Yalta, Roosevelt sought Soviet military help against
Japan. The atomic bomb was not yet assured, and Amer-
ican military planners feared the possible loss of many
men in amphibious assaults on the Japanese home islands.
Roosevelt therefore agreed to Stalin’s price for military
assistance against Japan: possession of Sakhalin and the
Kurile Islands as well as two warm-water ports and railroad
rights in Manchuria.

The creation of the United Nations was a major Amer-
ican concern at Yalta. Roosevelt hoped to ensure the
participation of the Big Three powers in a postwar inter-
national organization before difficult issues divided them
into hostile camps. After a number of compromises, both
Churchill and Stalin accepted Roosevelt’s plans for a
United Nations organization and set the first meeting for
San Francisco in April 1945.

The issues of Germany and eastern Europe were treated
less decisively. The Big Three reaffirmed that Germany
must surrender unconditionally and created four occupa-
tion zones. Churchill, over the objections of the Soviets
and Americans, insisted that the French be given one
occupation zone, carved out of the British and American
zones. German reparations were set at $20 billion. A
compromise was also worked out with regard to Poland. It
was agreed that a provisional government would be es-
tablished with members of both the Lublin Poles, who
were Polish Communists living in exile in the Soviet

Tehran
Conference

(1943)

Yalta
Conference

(1945)
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Union, and the London Poles, who were non-Communists
exiled in Britain. Stalin also agreed to free elections in the
future to determine a new government. But the issue of
free elections in eastern Europe caused a serious rift be-
tween the Soviets and the Americans. The principle was
that eastern European governments would be freely
elected, but they were also supposed to be pro-Soviet. As
Churchill expressed it, ‘‘The Poles will have their future in
their own hands, with the single limitation that they must
honestly follow in harmony with their allies, a policy
friendly to Russia.’’20 This attempt to reconcile two ir-
reconcilable goals was doomed to failure, as soon became
evident at the next conference of the Big Three powers.

INTENSIFYING DIFFERENCES Even before the conference
at Potsdam (PAHTS-dam) took place in July 1945, West-
ern relations with the Soviets were deteriorating rapidly.
The Grand Alliance had been one of necessity in which
disagreements had been subordinated to the pragmatic
concerns of the war. The Allied powers’ only common aim
was the defeat of Nazism. Once this aim had all but been
accomplished, the many differences that troubled East-
West relations came to the surface. Each side committed
acts that the other viewed as unbecoming of ‘‘allies.’’

From the perspective of the Soviets, the United States’
termination of Lend-Lease aid before the war was over
and its failure to respond to the Soviet request for a $6
billion loan for reconstruction exposed the Western desire
to keep the Soviet state weak. On the American side, the
Soviet Union’s failure to fulfill its Yalta pledge on the
‘‘Declaration on Liberated Europe’’ as applied to eastern
Europe set a dangerous precedent. This was evident in
Romania as early as February 1945, when the Soviets
engineered a coup and installed a new government under
the Communist Petra Groza (PET-ruh GRO-zhuh), called
the ‘‘Little Stalin.’’ One month later, the Soviets sabotaged

the Polish settlement by arresting the London Poles and
their sympathizers and installing the Soviet-backed Lublin
Poles in power. To the Americans, the Soviets seemed to
be asserting control of eastern European countries under
puppet Communist regimes (see Map 27.5).

THE POTSDAM CONFERENCE The Potsdam Conference
of July 1945 consequently began under a cloud of mistrust.
Roosevelt had died on April 12 and had been succeeded by
Harry Truman. During the conference, Truman received
word that the atomic bomb had been successfully tested.
Some historians have argued that this knowledge resulted
in Truman’s stiffened resolve against the Soviets. What-
ever the reasons, there was a new coldness in the relations
between the Soviets and Americans. At Potsdam, Truman
demanded free elections throughout eastern Europe. Stalin
responded, ‘‘A freely elected government in any of these
East European countries would be anti-Soviet, and that we
cannot allow.’’21 After a bitterly fought and devastating
war, Stalin sought absolute military security. To him, it
could be gained only by the presence of Communist states
in eastern Europe. Free elections might result in govern-
ments hostile to the Soviets. By the middle of 1945, only
an invasion by Western forces could undo developments in
eastern Europe, and after the world’s most destructive
conflict had ended, few people favored such a policy.

Emergence of the Cold War
The Soviets did not view their actions as dangerous ex-
pansionism but as legitimate security maneuvers. Was it
not the West that had attacked the East? When Stalin
sought help against the Nazis in the 1930s, had not the
West turned a deaf ear? But there was little sympathy in
the West for Soviet fears and even less trust in Stalin.
When the American secretary of state, James Byrnes,

The Victorious Allied Leaders at
Yalta. Even before World War II
ended, the leaders of the Big Three
of the Grand Alliance, Churchill,
Roosevelt, and Stalin (seated, left to
right), met in wartime conferences to
plan the final assault on Germany and
negotiate the outlines of the postwar
settlement. At the Yalta meeting
(February 5–11, 1945), the three
leaders concentrated on postwar
issues. The American president, who
died two months later, was already a
worn-out man at Yalta.
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proposed a twenty-five-year disarmament of Germany, the
Soviet Union rejected it. In the West, many saw this as
proof of Stalin’s plans to expand in central Europe and
create a Communist East German state. When Byrnes
responded by announcing that American troops would be
needed in Europe for an indefinite time and made moves
that foreshadowed the creation of an independent West
Germany, the Soviets saw this as a direct threat to Soviet
security in Europe.

As the war slowly receded into the past, the reality of
conflicting ideologies had reappeared. Many in the West
interpreted Soviet policy as part of a worldwide Commu-
nist conspiracy. The Soviets, for their part, viewed West-
ern, especially American, policy as nothing less than global

capitalist expansionism or, in Leninist terms, economic
imperialism. Vyacheslav Molotov (vyich-chiss-SLAHF
MAHL-uh-tawf ), the Russian foreign minister, referred
to the Americans as ‘‘insatiable imperialists’’ and ‘‘war-
mongering groups of adventurers.’’22 In March 1946, in a
speech to an American audience, former British prime
minister Winston Churchill declared that ‘‘an iron curtain’’
had ‘‘descended across the continent,’’ dividing Germany
and Europe into two hostile camps. Stalin branded
Churchill’s speech a ‘‘call to war with the Soviet Union’’
(see the box on p. 882). Only months after the world’s
most devastating conflict had ended, the world seemed
once again bitterly divided. Would the twentieth-century
crisis of Western civilization never end?
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MAP 27.5 Territorial Changes After World War II. In the last months of World War II,
the Red Army occupied much of eastern Europe. Stalin sought pro-Soviet satellite states in the
region as a buffer against future invasions from western Europe, whereas Britain and the United
States wanted democratically elected governments. Soviet military control of the territory settled
the question.

Q Which country gained the greatest territory at the expense of Germany?
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CHAPTER SUMMARY
Between 1933 and 1939, Europeans watched as Adolf Hitler
rebuilt Germany into a great military power. For Hitler,
military power was an absolute prerequisite for the creation

of a German racial empire that
would dominate Europe and the
world for generations to come.
During that same period, the na-
tion of Japan fell under the in-
fluence of military leaders who
conspired with right-wing forces
to push a program of expansion

at the expense of China and the Soviet Union as well as
territories in Southeast Asia. The ambitions of Germany in
Europe and those of Japan in Asia led to a global conflict
that became the most devastating war in human history.

The Axis nations, Germany, Italy, and Japan, proved
victorious during the first two years of the war, which
began after the German invasion of Poland on September
1, 1939. By 1942, the war had begun to turn in favor of the
Allies, an alliance of Great Britain, the Soviet Union, and
the United States. The Japa-
nese advance was ended at the
naval battles of the Coral Sea
and Midway in 1942. In Feb-
ruary 1943, the Soviets won
the Battle of Stalingrad and
began to push westward. By
mid-1943, Germany and Italy
had been driven out of North Africa; in June 1944, Rome
fell to the Allies, and an Allied invasion force landed in

Emergence of the Cold War: Churchill and Stalin

Less than a year after the end of World War II, the
major Allies that had fought together to destroy Hitler’s
Germany had divided into two hostile camps. These
excerpts, taken from Winston Churchill’s speech to an
American audience on March 5, 1946, and Joseph Stalin’s
reply to Churchill only nine days later, reveal the divisions
in the Western world that marked the beginning of the
Cold War.

Churchill’s Speech at Fulton, Missouri,
March 5, 1946

From Stettin in the Baltic to Trieste in the Adriatic,
an iron curtain has descended across the continent.
Behind that line lie all the capitals of the ancient states
of central and eastern Europe. Warsaw, Berlin, Prague,
Vienna, Budapest, Belgrade, Bucharest, and Sofia, all
these famous cities and the populations around them
lie in the Soviet sphere and all are subject, in one
form or another, not only to Soviet influence but to
a very high and increasing measure of control from
Moscow. . . .

The Russian-dominated Polish Government has been
encouraged to make enormous and wrongful inroads
upon Germany, and mass expulsions of millions of Ger-
mans on a scale grievous and undreamed of are now
taking place. The Communist parties, which were very
small in all these eastern states of Europe, have been
raised to preeminence and power far beyond their num-
bers and are seeking everywhere to obtain totalitarian
control. Police governments are prevailing in nearly
every case, and so far, except in Czechoslovakia, there is

no true democracy. . . . Whatever conclusions may be
drawn from these facts—and facts they are—this is cer-
tainly not the liberated Europe we fought to build up.
Nor is it one which contains the essentials of permanent
peace.

Stalin’s Reply to Churchill, March 14, 1946

In substance, Mr. Churchill now stands in the position
of a firebrand of war. And Mr. Churchill is not alone
here. He has friends not only in England but also in the
United States of America.

In this respect, one is reminded remarkably of Hitler
and his friends. Hitler began to set war loose by an-
nouncing his racial theory, declaring that only people
speaking the German language represent a fully valuable
nation. Mr. Churchill begins to set war loose, also by a
racial theory, maintaining that only nations speaking
the English language are fully valuable nations, called
upon to decide the destinies of the entire world.

The German racial theory brought Hitler and his
friends to the conclusion that the Germans, as the only
fully valuable nation, must rule over other nations. The
English racial theory brings Mr. Churchill and his friends
to the conclusion that nations speaking the English lan-
guage, being the only fully valuable nations, should rule
over the remaining nations of the world.

Q What do the statements of Churchill and Stalin tell
us about the origins and rhetoric of the Cold War?
Why might it be said that both sides in this global
conflict persistently misunderstood the other?
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Normandy in France. After the Soviets linked up with
British and American forces in April 1945, Hitler com-
mitted suicide, and the war in Europe came to an end.
After atomic bombs were dropped on Hiroshima and Na-
gasaki in August 1945, the war in Asia also ended.

During its domination of Europe, the Nazi empire
brought death and destruction to many, especially Jews,

minorities, and others that the
Nazis considered racially infe-
rior peoples. The Japanese New
Order in Asia, while claiming to
promote a policy of ‘‘Asia for the
Asians’’ also brought economic
exploitation, severe hardships,
and often death for the subject

peoples under Japanese control. All sides bombed civilian
populations, making World War II as devastating for ci-
vilians as for front-line soldiers.

If Hitler had been successful, the Nazi New Order, built
on authoritarianism, racial extermination, and the brutal
oppression of peoples, would have a meant a triumph of
barbarism and the end of freedom and equality, which,
however imperfectly realized, had become important ideals
in Western civilization.

The Nazis lost, but only after tremendous sacrifices and
costs. Much of European civilization lay in ruins, and the
old Europe had disappeared forever. Europeans, who been
accustomed to dominating the world at the beginning of
the twentieth century, now watched helplessly at mid-
century as the two new superpowers created by the two
world wars took control of their destinies. Even before
the last battles had been fought, the United States and the
Soviet Union had arrived at different visions of the
postwar European world. No sooner had the war ended
than their differences gave rise to a new and potentially
even more devastating conflict known as the Cold War.

CHAPTER REVIEW

Upon Reflection

Q How do you account for the early successes of the
Germans from 1939 through 1941?

Q How did the Nazis attempt to establish a New Order
in Europe after their military victories, and what were
the results of their efforts?

Q How did the attempt to arrive at a peace settlement
after World War II lead to the beginnings of a new con-
flict known as the Cold War?
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5.	 As	a	neutral	nation	prior	to	1941,	the	United	States	
supported	the	Allies	through	the

(A)	 Smoot-Hawley	tariff.
(B)	 Open	Door	Policy.
(C)	 Lend-Lease	Act.
(D)	 Marshall	Plan.
(E)	 Berlin	Airlift.

6.	 	Stalin	and	Hitler

(A)	 had	similar	political	goals	as	they	both	supported	
totalitarian	government	and	communism.

(B)	 allied	their	countries	with	Japan	throughout	the	
course	of	World	War	II.

(C)	 faced	the	attack	and	invasion	of	their	countries	by	
the	Allied	forces.

(D)	 worked	together	secretly	in	the	mutual	division	of	
Poland.

(E)	 invaded	North	Africa	in	league	with	Mussolini	at	
the	start	of	the	war.

7.	 During	the	war,

(A)	 the	Allied	leaders	met	several	times	to	solidify	their	
common	goals	and	confer	on	how	best	to	end	the	
war.

(B)	 the	Allied	leaders	allowed	Russia	to	take	the	lead	
in	peace	talks	as	that	country	was	on	better	terms	
with	Germany	and	Japan.

(C)	 the	Allied	leaders	agreed	that	dropping	an	atomic	
bomb	on	Japan	would	be	the	most	efficient	way	to	
end	the	war.

(D)	 the	leaders	of	the	United	States	and	Great	Britain	
secretly	met	several	times	with	Hitler	to	avoid	
angering	the	Soviet	Union.

(E)	 the	Allied	leaders	decided	that	each	country	should	
determine	its	own	policies,	including	when	to	end	
the	war.

8.	 The	U.S.	involvement	in	World	War	II	included	all	of	the	
following	areas	EXCEPT

(A)	 the	Pacific.
(B)	 the	European	Eastern	Front.
(C)	 the	European	Western	Front.
(D)	 the	North	African	Front.
(E)	 the	beaches	of	Normandy.

1.	 During	the	1930s,	the	Jews	of	Germany	

(A)	 were	effective	in	their	efforts	to	prevent	Nazi	
policies	from	taking	effect.

(B)	 looked	to	Britain	and	other	western	nations	to	
intervene	on	their	behalf.

(C)	 believed	that	their	plight	could	not	get	any	worse	
and	so	became	good	citizens	who	followed	the	laws	
of	the	German	government.

(D)	 initiated	a	program	known	as	“Zionism”	in	which	
many	emigrated	to	the	Middle	East.

(E)	 appealed	successfully	to	the	German	government	
for	relief	against	their	persecution.

2.	 The	turning	point	for	the	Allies	during	World	War	II	
came	when	Germany	invaded

(A)	 the	Soviet	Union.
(B)	 Yugoslavia.
(C)	 France.
(D)	 Britain.
(E)	 Italy.

3.	 When	the	invading	Nazi	army	was	turned	back	by	the	
Russian	winter	and	counterattacks	from	the	Soviet	
army,	Hitler	

(A)	 made	irrational	tactical	decisions	without	
consulting	his	generals.

(B)	 heeded	the	warnings	of	his	commanders	by	
withdrawing	the	army	until	winter	ended.

(C)	 established	a	new	alliance	with	the	Soviet	Union.
(D)	 declared	war	on	England,	redirecting	the	Luftwaffe	

toward	the	British	Isles.
(E)	 surrendered	on	all	fronts,	bringing	an	end	to	World	

War	II.

4.	 The	Soviet	Union

(A)	 emerged	from	World	War	II	with	few	casualties	and	
only	minor	damage	to	its	infrastructure.

(B)	 suffered	the	greatest	number	of	casualties	among	
all	warring	states.

(C)	 primarily	used	female	combat	troops	after	male	
units	were	depleted.

(D)	 withdrew	from	World	War	II	after	the	outbreak	of	
the	Bolshevik	revolution.

(E)	 allied	with	Japan	in	the	infamous	Tokyo-Moscow	
Pact.
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13.	 Under	Hitler’s	leadership,

(A)	 Germany	instituted	the	“final	solution,”	resulting	
in	the	death	of	millions	of	Jews.

(B)	 non-Jewish	minorities	such	as	Gypsies	and	Slavic	
peoples	were	sent	to	work	camps,	but	were	not	
killed.

(C)	 German	aircraft	dropped	two	nuclear	weapons	in	
eastern	Europe.

(D)	 Germany’s	air	attacks	on	London	forced	Britain’s	
surrender.

(E)	 the	Nazis	and	their	Soviet	allies	were	able	to	
dominate	the	course	of	the	war.

14.	 Which	of	the	following	statements	was	true	of	occupied	
France?

(A)	 Charles	de	Gaulle	led	the	French	Resistance	against	
the	Nazis.

(B)	 French	citizens	willingly	accepted	the	rule	of	the	
Germans.

(C)	 the	Vichy	government	achieved	complete	control	
over	the	actions	of	the	people.

(D)	 Jews	were	safe	from	Nazi	attack.
(E)	 the	British	led	a	variety	of	failed	invasions	leading	

up	to	D-Day.

9.	 Which	of	the	following	statements	best	explains	the	
surrender	of	Japan	in	1945?

(A)	 The	Japanese	army	was	easily	defeated	whenever	it	
met	the	Allied	forces.

(B)	 The	bombings	of	Hiroshima	and	Nagasaki	
convinced	the	Japanese	to	end	the	war.	

(C)	 The	sudden	illness	and	death	of	Hirohito	left	the	
country	without	a	leader.

(D)	 A	massive	combined	attack	by	the	British,	Soviet,	
and	American	forces	crippled	Japan.

(E)	 Massive	suicide	attacks	by	Japanese	pilots	left	the	
Japanese	Empire	defenseless.

10.	 After	the	end	of	World	War	II,

(A)	 the	world	momentarily	sought	peace	and	a	way	to	
prevent	future	conflict.

(B)	 the	ideological	divisions	between	the	Allies,	
suppressed	during	the	war,	reemerged.

(C)	 the	United	States	and	Great	Britain	retreated	into	
isolationism	on	global	issues.

(D)	 most	world	leaders	were	leery	of	agreeing	to	
military	alliances	for	fear	of	being	dragged	into	
another	armed	conflict.

(E)	 the	world	slipped	back	into	an	economic	
depression.

11.	 Following	the	end	of	World	War	II,	the	Soviet	Union	
occupied	all	of	the	following	regions	EXCEPT

(A)	 Estonia.
(B)	 Latvia.
(C)	 Lithuania.
(D)	 Poland.
(E)	 Yugoslavia.

12.	 In	a	speech	at	Westminster	College	in	Fulton,	Missouri,	
Winston	Churchill	said	that	“an	‘iron	curtain’	has	
descended	across	the	continent.”		This	statement	meant	
that

(A)	 Europe	was	physically	divided	by	a	wall	that	
separated	the	democratic	West	from	the	
Communist	East.

(B)	 America	should	seek	out	political	radicals	
and	expel	them	from	the	country	as	they	were	
dangerous	and	volatile.

(C)	 Europe	was	ideologically	divided	and	the	two	
halves	were	allowed	little	interaction.

(D)	 Japan	and	Germany	would	now	be	forever	divided	
and	prohibited	from	allying	together.

(E)	 Europeans	were	divided	over	the	morality	of	using	
nuclear	weapons	to	end	wars.
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